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Why is .this ':1-sually cynical and reserved reviwei's
mouth agape in awe?
What 'is causing the big
ch.u ckle? Just what is so
._{11nny? See story 'page 19
ror the startling·answers.

862-1490

Durham, NH.

Bu lk Rate, U S Post?.oe Pa ,n
Dur ham 1\J H P~rm!! 113(; ·

Sena te~urges
.healt h cente r .

·campus health tacihty, the ?ther
will be leased ou-t to private .
.
The studerit senate passed a practices to generate revenue.. ·
Ablondi said the new health
bill Sunday urging ·administrators to support plans for a new- . cente_r's main attrac'.t;ion is imhealth center three days before proved equipment over ~he
the Board of Trustees meets to , outdated Hood House equiptdiscussand vote on the proposed ment. ,He cited .a new x-ray
machine as ·one of the import.ant
plans.
.
According to Student· Body improvements.
"The x-rays at Hood H/mse :
President Jay Ablondi; the bill
is a message from the students are more of antiques then they
.
to the administration that the are x-rays," he said.
current health facility -is unac- . Another feature Ablondt
ceptable, and the trustees should pointed out was so:undP;ro_of
approve the plans under_discus- walls to insure confadenttal~ty
for ·tl:i-e sensidve subjects dis. ·
·
sion.
·
.· The facility, which is expected aissed\ns:ide:
''If'you're getting medicat_ion
to cost 2.5 million dollars, ,
received no funding from the that you don't want.the _whole ·
st.a'te. To finance the. operation, world to know: abo.ut, they have
wh~te they can
schooi officials turned to Hos- this little
pital Corporation of America tell you how ·to use it," he said.
"Let''s adroit .it, 1Jood House
.
(HCA).
If the pl~ns go.thtough, HCA · is really sad," said Student :Body
',Vill buil~-.:t~b. :bji_.tldi~gs _in ~~e '.' ·. -Vice,President ·Barb~r·a -~~-r ret- ..
area -6fWolH"Hous'tf.ari d:,' Ri.: "'.:t·a;.- one of thFmiiti advQ(~:t~s .:

By Bryan Alexander

1

room

'
A workshop was held by B~rtenclers Against .Drunk Driving (BADO) in the MUB' ye~t_erday,
which taught_ .~~~"' ba!t.eqders a~?_ut th:e dangers o~__driving d~un~. (~tu Ev,ns".p!iot~'5-<~\
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RU.:ffl0Urs hntrue .·.
· the bathroom, lo~ked the do9r
B Marla G. Smith
· 'of her room artd went to bed.
·
' :.. ··
>
y
The resident holding the
R_e m~mbet _t~~ ~ame
telep~one played as a child. The blowdryer in the bathroom was
~ame id~a ~rovoke~ the spread- waiting for the man to test the
10g of an 10accurate rumour electricity. She also asked that
across the UNH campus la st her name be withheld. She said
weekend, overexaggerating an the whole incident was a mis .incident which ?ccurred on th e understanding. . .
"Apparently the man was
third floor_ of Hitchcock Hall:
Accord10g ~~ UNH police really a friend of one of the girl~
reports, a su_SJ?1C10us m~n posed on the floor," she said. "Her .
~s an el~cmcian to gam, access . electricity really did go off and
mto Hitchcock · and several he _was trying to fi;x it_with _.~he
fuse box. I didn't .know-it at the
women's rooms. ·
·
The r~mour and the ·cam pus time,
·h.owever·...,,
She explained that although
police reports are incorrect.
A third floor Hitchcock res- the man was not a University
ident, who asked that her name official, he was actually an
be withheJd, told the story from , electrician somewhere off camher point' of view. "I was coming pus. He did not appear threa(down the hall at quarter to two ening in any way, she said.
The man was a friend of one
Sunday morning, when I saw
a guy dressed in pl_ain dqthing of the floor·members. She said,,"I
fooling around with the fuse have known _him since my
box. He said there was an freshman year in high schoolwe come from the same home
electrical short in room 310.'''·
"He showed me an I.D. and town."
asked to 'borrow· a blow dryer to
She also asked that her name
check the elcetri.city in the be withheld~ "I feel bad ,that I
bathroom," she continued. "He wasn't around ·Sunday to
followed me intefmy room and straighten everything out," she
ask;d if my ekctricity was said.
working. It was," she said.
· "He walked me home from
She said the man took the a party late Saturday night so
blowdryer and went into the I would not have to walk home
bathroom. She waited for him alone," ~he said. "My' power
to return. Finally she went down went out and since he is an
to the bathroom'and saw anoth- electrician he tried to fix it.
er resident holding the blowd- Som~ people ·thought he was
ryer, waiting for it to go on. She trying something ~lse" she ~aid.
said she returned to her room .
RUMORS, page 11
after retrieving the blowdryer
from another floor member in

An at;entive Cowell Stadium cr,o wd looking on in Saturday's football action. UNH beat
BU 26-9 in the Wildcat's home opener. See related story, page 32. (Ronit Larone pho~o) ·

Sena te holds · electi on
_.
Despite a poor turn~out at the
polls; the s~nate ~l~ct1ons w~re
decided FndaY., fillmg the five
available commuter seats and
·'
one Greek seat.
The unofficial tally for the
Greek vote, the only real contest,
listed PhilJip Raymo1_1d of A~a- ,
cia fraternity as the wmner with
28 votes.

By Bryan Alexander

/

Raymond nar~ow ly defeated
Dennis .O'Conn~ll of Alph.a
Gamma Rho who had 27 votes,
Susan Pallotta of Alpha Chi
Omega sorority with 20 votes,
and Kelly Armstrong of Chi
Omega with 12 votes.
O'Connell said he was not
informed of the doseness of the
race, and that he would like to
see a reco_un1,._

-· .-'They ( the vote tall_iers) said
the race· was ne'ck and neck," said
O'Connell. "I was under the
assumption that I lost by two
or three votes. But now that I
know that it was only "one vote
I will definitely ask for a recount."
All . five of the commuter _
SENATE, page-26
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-The Dutchman came to UNH
on a full basketball scholarship~
He said the basketball team at
UNH has been very friendly to
him, especially Coach Garard

Give Blood At
The Blood Drive

Friel who is "Terrific, he helps
me with everything." Team- mate David Marshall has also
' be~n a big help to Den He1:_gst
Together~they-lift weights and
run.

he

is not too
C~ach Friel said
concerned about the SA T's right
now. He wants Martin w feel
comfortable with his English
and his courses. He says Martin
has coine along ."unbelievably
wit_!i his ~ng~ish.'' , _
Coach friel said Martin is the
tallest player to come to UNH
but he is "vefy frail" and "has
to get s-f ronger." Den Hengst
is working to build strength and
add weight to hi-s 188 pound
frame.

Martin Den Hengst, a 7'2½" 17-year-old freshman from Holland.
(Sfo Evans photo)

In Holland, Den Hengst said
they don't have bask~tball at
college. '.'You either play on a
team or study, not 6oth." He
said "The American system is
bet;er because after playing
college basketball you have an
education when you-get out."

Den Hengst's goals include
studying basketball coaching a:t
UNH, and eventually playing
profess ,i onal basketball.
Ultimately, Den Hengst hopes
In order tci play on a NCAA to work as a basketball ·coach.
team, Den Hengst said, an
· athlete must have a combined
score of 700. He said the rule
The Dutchman lives in Smith
is "stupid" and it makes him International Hall, which he
mad.
"loves," and doesn't want to
Den Hengst hopes to take the leave. At 'first he was homesick
SAT' s again soop. and knows he when he got to UNH, but now
will do ,better next tiine. The he is very happy and finds the
first time He-took them he could people "very open and friendly."
barely speak English. "It was
like Bingo to me," he said. _
Den Hengst ·learned to read
People often say"Hi" to him
a· little English in grade school. on the street and ask his heighc- ·
In August, two weeks before Oe.n He loves the attention. Never
Hengst arrived in the States, did he get this much attention his father taught him to speak in Holland, he said.
English. After one mood~ fS'"
· nul-'.. '"'""4.en
:-H engst ' s Eng1·1s h 1s
ca-rry on a easily
can
he
and
conversation.

-Tall tale in Smith
-:ey Catherine Rosenquist
- ' Martin Den Hengst put his
size 14 Converse sneakers on
the table and said "I like the
sfieakers here.''
The seven-foot-2 ½-inch
Hengst, an exchange student
from Holland, is taller than
basketball Celtic Robert Parish.
The Benelux, (Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg), Guiness
Baok of World Records lists the
17 year-old UNH freshman as
the tallest teenager in the area.
Den Hengst loves to play
basketball. His favorite team
is the Houston Rockets. U nfortu~ately, Martin cannot play OJ}
the UNH team yet. rfis SAT
scor~s _were not ~j_gh er,10ug~:_

On Friday, ,September 19,, officials ·~f t,he, Vermont ~New
Hampshire Blood Services reve<!_led that the blood inventory
was down to 50 percent of patient-needs. Increasing deman.d s·
hit the program over Labor Day and as soon as blood· was
collected, it was i n demand for accidents and emer-gencies.
Red Cross contacted 4Jarry Stearns, Durham Red Cross-Blood
Chairman in an effort to notify UNH of the bad situation. '
Stearns that said while no emergency exists, it could be a
possibiltv in the future if donations don't rise. So give blood
·
this week.' (File photo)

NEWS IN BRIEF
Dukakis' opposition-seen
a_s ·political ploy_

East-West _a greement
reached

Mass. Governor ~ichael Dukakis; opposition
the evacuationpfans at the Seabrook nl!clear power
facility is being viewed as a vote-winning political
decision : It is not yet known whether this will
prevent Seabrook from obtaining a federal opera-ting
_ license.
Dukakis' position will put him at odds with the
business community, with each month of ·delay
adding $50 million to the plants cost.
. _ If, however, he decides to run for the presidency,
he will have a majority of Mas_sachusettes and Hew
~
Hampshire voters -in his corner.
Dukakis' aides insist that the decision was based
entirely on public safety and not the political
enviroment.
to

Delegates from 35 NATO, Warsaw Pac~ ~nd
neutral nations approved a document outlrnrn_g
ways to reduce accidental war_ in Europe. This is
the first East-We~t agreement m over seven y~ars.
The last pact approved was the Soviet-Amencan
.
_
. ·
SALT treaty in 1979.
U n'dec.t he new agreement, European nat10ns
must accept at least three on-site i~spections of
. military installations, annu-ally, with only a 36hour notice. The agreement takes effect January
1.

EPA releases 1987
·e fficiency rates -.

· The governme~r's annu~l list of gasoline efficient
cars was r'eleased sunday, with the 1987 Che".'rolet
Sprint ER topping th e chart. The_ thr_ee cy~i°;der
Japanese built car boasts 54 mpg 10 city dnvrng.
None of the top ten were domestic-bui,lt autos.
Ac the bottOrri of the list , was the Rolls Royce
Bently Continental Corniche II, with a smooth ten
'.s.::..e:___ _ _______~
:. :
h~,_N_:a!_y__::u::.
-''ir'.1~h~i1::,~cr
_:1::,n:,:.il:,:e::_sJ-P~e=r~--gta::i~Io~1~1~

Re-d _S ox in front -by 9-½

J

, 1

--

C

Nati~nal SAT ave_r age
announced
The average scores of the more than one million
high school seniors who took Scholastic Aptitude
Tests in 1986, are identical to 1985s average. T~
averages, 43 L verbal and 475 math, are a total of
74 points lower than 1963s national average.
At the same time, the American College Testing
(ACT) exam's average score rose 0.2 points from
last-year. Thus achieving it's highest average in
a decade.

Stun gun used to displine
toddlers .·
Po lice in Daly Ci ty, Californ ia, alleged th at te n
'. children, including four bab ies, who atte n d a dar
'. care cen ter there were punished with shocks from
: a 50,000 volt s,tun gu n. Some of the children we re
•reported ly sfonned f9r "talking dGring napt ime ."

The 111agic number has bee n lowered to four for
Boston. Any co mb ina tion of Bosrnn wins an~
T-bronto loss.es to t aling four, will eliminate th e
Blue Jays. This coming after Sund ay·~ 3-2 Bosto n
· However, authorities there ma·v no t be abl e
.
victory.
.~ file felony charges against Max and Francis Santi ago,
· Toronto is nine and a. half games out of first place
,
the couple running the center, because i,rnlawfu l
and one game ahead of the Yanke e s. It looks as
use -of a st un gu n in C al iforn ia o nl y con st irn res a
thoug h -Boston w ill be able to glide imo their first
o.:::n:::.:al~-t~i~t1~e-'=s~i~rJC~e::__2:_l9,!_'~1S:::.:'-:______ _ _ _ _ ___:__ _ _ -,-.~n~1~is~d~e""m~e"""':,i_.n,,__, o"""r_,_.·"u"'·"n-'-~ llif'.dagaiu5.LLp(ll.ice_ilf£i ~---<-~li.~v1.:i::-~,i:::!.
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~..........---•Young .· republicans
· atterid Picnic

Christ_e n Carlson watches Donna .Harkins pai.n t ~t last . ,
(File photo)
.
. .
. years arts and craft show ar the MUB.

.R~pe .victims can receive help
By Leonard Dodge ·
If you are the -victim of a rape
Also provided for the victim
do yQu know who to call or what is the option to receive counto do? If not, there are several
seling from Schofield House.
steps a victim should take. ,
Since many rape victims feel
One importal).t thing is to. ashamed about being raped they
contact the campus p ~:>lice at find it difficult to turn to people.
862.:1212. Do not wash, change "A woman who has been raped
clothes, or douche before cal-ling needs a lot of support and
or going for help. ·
comfort," said Gelwick. '.'We
The police will see that a rape try 'to help a woman realize it's
..._ victim receives free medical · not her fault. It is~ a societal
treatment from health services, problem. Many woman feel they .
locatedatHoodHouse. AtHood must: have provoked·it. Ra·p e ·
House, t--he victim will be tested · is not a sexual problem it ·is an
for various venereal diseases aggress-ive action coming out
and pregnancy. If the victim is of anger," Gelwick said.
considering legal action he/ she
Any rape victim is eligible for ·
must have the lab work- and free legal counsel by the 'state
·, examination done within 24 Attorney General's office.
hours of the assault.
According to information at
, The health service staff the health services center, on
members are t_rained to deal college campuses the mo_~! comwith rape victims. "The most mon rape is date rape. Ac~ordimporta_n t thing is to get to ing to 1he rape pamphlet, a
health services,"said Dr. Beverly woman raped by an accquainGelwick, Director of the Coun- tance may feel that she asked
seling and Testing Center in · for it, or that the mail could not
Schofield House.
. help himself.

"Date rape is rape:2'. Gelw'ick
said. "Women should not dismiss it. The most important
thing is for stULdents to take this
very seriously. They should not
joke ahut it," Gelwick s.aid.
In her book, Living in the
Open, author Marge Piercy
said, "There is no difference
between being raped 'and being
run over by a ,truck except that
a(terward men ask if you en. joyed it". .
·
·
Other places to call are Coo·l. Aid (student hot line) from
8:00-11 :00 p.m. at 862-2293.
Dean of Students office from
8:00-4:30 p.m. at 862-2050 and
the UNH Health Education
center at 862-1987. ·

By Bridget Searles
Referring. to .a live elephant
On Saturday members of the at the picnic, CongressmanJudd
University's Young Republicans Gregg said, "This is such a
Club attended a picnic hosted Republican gathering that as
by the Fund for America's I was walking around I didn't
Future raise support .for New - step in horse po9p; I stepped ·
Hampshire's Republican can- in elephant poop."
didates.
Rudman expressed concern
Attending the picnic, which that today's young people will .
was held in Gilford despite have to "pay back some _two
inclement weather, were United trillion dollars which the U.S.
States vice-president George government has borrowed
Bush, Governor John Sunumi against their will." He offered
and 2800 New Hampshire col- the Gramm-Rudman bill as a
lege students.,
partial solution to this problem~
Christopher Strome, coAccording ·fu Governor Su- '
chairman of the· Yo'u ng Repub- nunu his job as N.H.'s governor
. licans said, "We wanted to give has been "the best job in the
people a chance to actually see country."
him (Bush) and hear him."
"This is a state where Repub"I went because I was curious licans practice what they
and I wanted to see Vice- preach," Sununu said
President George Bush,"said
Sununu said that as Governor
Peter Simmons, a sophmore he put into practice the prinpolitical science major who is ciples of the Republican platalso a Young Republican. "It form and "showed the coµntry
gave me a chance to get away . that ·the_re is a right way, the
from Sunday beer and football," New Hampshire traditional
Christine Warrick, a fr~sh- \\!ay, to, do things. We certainly
man with a dual major in P.I.P. wish that Congress down there
_ (Program for International would begin to get the mesPerspectives) and Russian said, - sage!"
"I plan on going into diplomacy
The, audien'ce applauded as ·
and thought ·I should start ·'Bush took the microphone~ Bush
making contacts:"
opened with quotes from ex- Junior political science major, cpach_Yogi Beara. "We are faced
Theresa Rabzak said having the with insurmo_µntable opportunopportunity to hear Bush speak · ities," and "You can learn _a lot
would help her make a more from watcp.ing."
informed choice in the '88 - , Referring to the economy
elections.
Bush said, "Under John Suminu
The speech.es given by the and the great legislators among
Republican candidates running you today, this state is leading
for re-election w~r~ brief. E.lsie the way. No questio n about
'V artanian, chairman of the state .that."
Republican Party, said, t}:ie' Re- · · After ..the s.p eech es, Young
publicans are to the ,Democrats Republicans member Peter Simw hat Little Red Riding Hood mons said, "I thirik Bush would
is to the Big Bad Wolf. She urged make an excellent leader. He's
the audience to "Just say 'no' had eight years experience as
to those Big Bad Democrats in . rhe Vite-President and could
wolves clothing!''
step into the Presidency nicely."

UNH fights drugs
By Joanne Bourbeau,.
nable and fair but added, "What
University President Gordon the overall effect of the policy
Haaland and Dean of Student . will be is hard to predict at this
Affairs J, Gregg Sanborn's stand point."
against drug use at UNH was
Sargeant Kopreski of Public
stated in a joint letter addressed Safety said he has not run into
to all students -at the beginning a lot of drug related problems
of the semester, threatening . yet,butthatit ,isstillalittleearly
dismissal besides other harsh . iri the semester to detect any
penalti~s for those caught-using deqease in drug use.
or dealmg drugs.
·
"I don't know if (the policy)
This letter, combined with is going to stop people from
a growing national concern using drugs," he said. "But I
toward drug abuse, has stirred- think people will fie- more
up...some mixe,d feelings from . w:orried about getting caught."
those who_ received the warning
Some on-campus students
Student ambas~adors pictured at Saturday's 50 plus club
and those m charge of enforcing agree that they have a' more
the drug policy at UNH.
cautious attitude toward the use
Sanborn admitted that the of pot in their dorm rooms.
lJNH rule on drugs has been
"I am very wary of getting
in effect for some time now but 'caught with pot in my room,"
the minimum sanctions ag~inst · said· a resident of Hetzel Hall.
students for trafficking and "Last year I was caught by an.
possession have changed.
.RA and nothing happen~d but
· By B~th Ineson and
"We' re taking a stronger a talk between- us."
freshmen were nQt permitted
stance on people who are found
Marla Smith, an RA in Chris- Jennifer Snow
to walk on the sidewalk in front
guilty," Sanborn said.
ten~en Hall, agreed that smok_There was a time when rail- of the president's house. ·
· These were just a few of the
Sanborn believes that stu~
DRUGS, page 11
road tracks r~n through the
stories
nine University of New
dents_see the policy as re~so- .
center of campus. New Hampshire Hall had towers on it. And Ha11ipshire student ambassa-

picnic. (file photo)

Alumni recall good old days
dors -heard from alumni on
Saturday September i4 at the
50th f'/us Club annual picnic.
. The picnic .was held on A<lams
CLUB, page 10
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ON THE SPOT,

What ·do ,,you think of the. Uniyersit y
· ·
·
dru·g ·polic_y?
\

/

,(

I think the University is
wasting their time with
,, their hard line policy on
drugs. There are more
p_rersing problems facing
- the · Univ,ersity such as
inadequate parking. Maybe
sc,hool officials should step
back and reevaluate I their
prioritie!.
Robert P. Shadallah
rnphmore_' politfcal science_

In theory I feel the new
.-drug policy is good. However, 'in practice I don't
, b-elieve -it will be effective
unless it is put to good use,
which has been a problem
in the past. For example
we have an alcohol policy
which is not very effective.
G. Thomas Aley
junior
political scie_nce

I think it's bull. Maki11rg you
reveal J!OUr sources is a
violation·ot the 5th amendment which prohibits self- _
incrimination. They're
punishing you for not talking, and it's your right not
·
to talk.
·Michae.l Rose
-Juntor
political science

I'm opposed to drugs, bu.!

I don't agree wit_h the
narking Pr:trt. If anyone has
any sense of morality cor,tcerning their friends, they
wouldn't think it was right.
Kim Estes
JUntor
politict:1:l science

Chancello r hil"ed
Van U tnmer$On hopes to do
By Debra Whitmoyer
Accordi'ng to Claire Van Um~ more outreach to high schools,
vo-tech schools, accquaintin_g
merson, the University System's . students with opportunties at
_ new Ch;mcellor, the University UNH, and infoonin 5 -them
of New Hampshire is "the , about financial aid, etc. She
flagship institution" of the would also like to see UNH
work more with business and
SysteJll.
· Van U mmerson described her indus fry. She said business :and .
position as one of assi st ing - industry ~might be able-to assist ·.'
. President Haaland in "contin- UNH students by lending peruin:g to increase the standards sonnel to tea~h courses and by
of excellence tha( UNH po- providing experiential _educasesses."
tion for stude_nts. '.
The other _possibility Van
Last year the USNH trustees
initiated a planning process u mmerson mentioned wmild
after 'visiting each 'c ampus to be to do , more with what' she
get a sense of direction at each referred to as "distance learninstitution and drafting a mis- ing", or using TV,' video, and
sio!1 statem~I?-t. "UN~ is in the radio to reach more p€ople.
Van Unimerson ·said that
untque posmon to.serve as an
institution of high quality and ~hat she w~uld qiost like t.oexcellence and to serve the communicate to stude.nts is th<::!
students of this state," Van importance of accquiring basic
Pictured h~re is the Theta Chi QX, a gimmick the brothers
skills. "If you think about what
U mmerson said.
rush week. (Ned Wo?dy photo)
Van U mmerson said one of they need to accom_plish in fou~ _
th
explosion
the
certainly
years
her concerns is keeping e lines
of communication operi wi th . of knowledge that's taking place
UNH students. She said, how- is tremendous - I would encourever that her "tendency is to age students ,to acquire the basic
wan:t to be very involved," when skills, critical thinking skills,
Rising to a height of approx,
that may not be possible or oroblem solving skills," she said. By Ned Woody
appropriate. The Student Board "Thes,e are the kinds of skills • A bovine behemoth of gigan- _ imately 20 feet at the shoulder,
the ox was a true attentioncurrently serves as a means for that are going to assist tl\em in · tic proportions -was seen roamstudents to communi~ate with making their tough decisions, ing in various olaces throughout getter.
According to Matt Blair,
the trustees and Chancellor's · moral and ethical, in lieu of the campus last 'Friday. · ·
secretary of Theta Chi, ~the
1 ne neast was actually a floatfact that the world is becoming
. Office.
-. AccC>rding to Van Ummerson a smaller place ...This is the time like object being pulled behind whole idea was an attempt to
there are two areas where the and plac~ to begin to develop a pick up truck filled with gather publicity for rush. Instead
University System could expand ___th~se skills, a way of thought members of the UNH chapter. of the more usual methods of
and grow, thus reaching more and pe~spective on th~-world- of the Theta Chi fraternity. The advertising, the people of Theta
people with a wider range of .._.This 1s the best time of their ox, as well as the truck which Chi decided to take a more
interests and needs. She said this _liv~s and they should enjoy it p4Hed it, was procured on loan sensational approach. The ox
is important: to the University's ·as well and take advantage of\ by pledge marshall Keith Novall was cho_s en because the symbols
what is beyond the classroom." · from Benson's Animal Park. for the fraternity look like the
·
future.
•
,·
i ·:,.~ ·; . :;;.",c.
·- wotd "bx." , · · -- - ·

of the frater~ity developed ·fdr
·

Theta Chi rUSh ro.pes an o~

\ '

The entourage started in area
three at about 11: 15 Friday
morning, and toured most of
the university, including Gar-'
rison Ave., Colle_ge Rd., and
Main St., focusing on the more
· crowded areas. The fraternity
members on board handed out
· inform,a tion sheets to viewers,
- and informed them- about the
various rush activities planned.
Tl)ey seemed to .. be enjoying
themse_!yes_,J;'9ak_in_g up the sun
OX,. page ~5
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DC interns work .for ·credit
city businesses and political
.
By MaryBeth Lapin
To University students inter! - organizations. There are curested in broadening their h-o- reJ:?.tlf four UNH students parrizons and beefing up their ticipating ~n the program.
Accordrng to Marcy Kraus,
resumes all in the course of.one
semester, a working internship an admiss~o?s comi:nittee
,in Washington Q.C may_sound · member, this rnter~sh1p ~ro. like the perfect compination; . gra:111 appeal~ ,to students_y1 a
o·n Octciber 1, Merri.II vanety of ma,Jors, from pohtical
Schw·a rtz, a representative for ~.cience to rec_reation arid._parks.
A st~dent ~nterest~d rn th,e
the Washington Center Internship Program, will condu.c r:an Washmgton mternsh1p doesn t
informational meeting for stu- need to know muc~ _more ,than
dents who would like to earn that they would like to go to
college credits for full-time 'York Washington, D.C." J.<ra~s said. ·
\he c~p.trnl off~~_e__ 1~~-W ain one of a variety of c~pirol~

shington offers student interns
four- day- a- week jobs in law
f ir~s, museums, advertising
agencies; lobbying committees
.and many other organizations. ·
University students earn 16
. transferable credits for a semester's work, four of which co'unr
toward their major as an independent smdy. There is no
actual course work involved.
· According to Kraus the W ashing ton Center carefulfy
screens all the positions before
INTERNS, page 25
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CALENDAR
Tuesday_; September 23
Durham Red Cross Blood Dr--ive: Granite_State Room, MUB,
_
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Through Sept. 26.
. Men's Tennis vs. BENTLEY, 3 p.m.
Women'.s Field Hockey vs. HOLY CROSS, 3 p.m.
Wednesday, September 24
Men's Soccer at Keene State
Women's Soccer at Harvard
· Thursday, September 25
. Wom~n·s Tennis vs. DARTMOUTH, 3:30 p.m.

RESUMES

MUSO Film: "Dowri And Out In Beverly Hills." Strafford
Room, MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Students $1, General $2.

Electronically Typed

· ,Stude_n t Organizations: Open House, MUB, 7-9 p.m.
Celebrity Series: Hartford Symphony Orchestra, Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

$18.50 includes

-

·. -'MUB PBB: Now Sound Express, 9 p.m.

Typing, s ·e lection_of Paper aµd E'nveJ_opes

Plus
.

..

Friday, Septemb~r 26
Men's Golf at Merrimack

J''

.

25 copies *25 envelopes *25 extra sheets of paper
(Changes easily made with our 1 year memory storage.)
8:30-5:00
Open Monday-Friday
-

~

Men's Tennis at New Englands
MUB PUB: Sponsored by MUSO. TGIF, 4 p.m. Movies:
_
Live & Die in 1.A," 8 p.m. and "Scarface," 10 p.m.

'To
·

~

./

,,

··aurham· Copy

Faculty CoO:cert Series: Robert Stibler, trumpet; John Sk_elton,
,
organ.-Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 8 p.m..
Faculty Lecture Series: "Traditional Education: An Inadequate
Response to a Technological World." Richard Her~h, Vice
.
President for Academic Affairs, ~EC, 8 p.m.
-

✓

Jenkins Court •Durham, NH• 868~ 7031

Contra Dance: Music by the Clamtones. Strafford Room,
MUB, 8:30 p.m. To benefit UNH Forestry Club.-Admission

$3.

'

'

.

.·

1

The ,Student Body President
vo·
·. ·HAT
..W
.. : . The Greek Council President
·. ·
The Student Activity Fee Business Manager
·
The IFCVice President · -_
and many starting varsity athletes

HA VE IN COMMON?
·- - - - ~ ~
______ ft_

They are all living the legend NOW!
Come by Sigma Beta Fraternity on Wednesday Sept. 24
from 6 p'.m. to 8 p.m.for a delicious ·pi;za extravaganza.
,

,

••

.I-

'

•• ,
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oncEs
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
CO-REC BOWLING: Sponsored by Rec. Sports.
Teams: 4 bowlers per team (2 men & 2 women).
Leagues: Tues/Wed/ Thurs, MUB Games Room,
6:30 or 8 p.m., beginning week Qf October 6. Rosters
due September' 29 at mandatory Captain's Meeting, ,
Carro~l/Belknap Room, MUB, 6 p.m.
• __.,
. BAHAMAS BLAST '87: -sponsored by ;r-Jew
Hampshire Outing Club. Come ~Pe!1,d S_p ring 'Br~ak
sailing in ~he Bahamfs! Fantastic 0_{lportumty.
$50 deposit due by September -30, Sign up now
in Room 129, NHOC Office, MUB, Mon/Wed/Fri,
10 a.m;· to noon and Tues/Thurs, 6- 7 p.m.
CAREER RESUME DEADLINE: ' Sponsored by Career
Planning ~'nd Placement. Resumes re·quired_ by
Thursday-', September 25, 4:30 p.m. for followmg
companies coming the weeks of October 20 and
27: US Air Force (Officers), General Systems, Osco
Drug, US Navy (Officers), Colonial Williams~ur~
Hotel, Yellow Freight, Ge_h eral Mills, Mr'. Si~at
- Hospital, USN avy (Weapons), US Agric. Marketmg ·· Service, CVS, Tio Juan's Restaurant, Th--,iNew,
England, Mass Mutual Life, US N a-:vy (U ndetw.ater), .
American Graduate School of Intern. Mgmt., ·
·
Sterling Winthrop Labs.
ORIENTATION WORKSHOP: Sponsored by
Career Planning & Placement. Mandatory for
graduating_students ( 12/86, 5/87) wishing to µtilize
career services on-campus recruiting i and/ or
· credentials file. Tuesday, S~ptember 'Q3 and
_ Thtinday, September 25, Forum Room; .Library,
4-6 p.m.
·
. ·COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-Credit Courses for a nominal fee· ~are listed
. below~ Registration is required. Call 3~67 or stop
by Room 2E, Stoke Hall Cluster. All courses h~ld
in Stoke Cluster Classrcom unless otherwise
specified.
·
. LARGE SYST:f:M SE:tdINAR: Converting SYSTEM
1022 programs to work with SYSTEM 1032.
Prerequisite: Beginning level experience with 1032.
-' · Friday, September 26 from 2 to 4 P·rr,1·
GENERAL
PULSE: Sponsored by·, Dean of Student Affairs
Office. A program established to monitor, student '
" view~, concerns and goals. This res~arc~ ~~rvice
is available to any university organizauon, and
ifinterested contact the PULSE Office at 862-3484.
1
"

/ .'..

HEALTH ,
BODY IMAGE AND YOU: Sponsored by Health ,
Education Center, Health Services. Workshop to
explore women's expectations of their body image:
how this image is influenced by culture, the media
and men. Wednesday, September 24, McLaughlin,
7 p.m.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Sponsored by Health Educaiion Center, Health Services .
For individuals affected by a parent's problem
drinkir;ig. Thursday, Underwood House, 7 to 8:30
p.m.

WANTED
DELIVERERS
FOR 'THE BOSTON GLOBE
-GOODP.AY
-MORNING WORK ONL Y~i
.(about 45 mins.)
Hadrian Morton
Contact
Smith 3 862-4525 , 868~9763

OPEN ALCOHOLI~ ANO,N'\,':MOUS MEETING:
Sporiso-red by Heahh Ed1:1cation Center, Health
Services. Individuals concerned about their drinking .
or ·d rug use are welc9me. Fridays, Wolff Bouse,
noon to 1 p.m:
MEETINGS
PULSE MEE-TINGS: .The PULSE Committee is
a group of students, faculty and administrators
who qmduct student opi_nion surveys for University
Orgaro,izations. New members always welcome.
Information: PULSE Office, 863-3484 or drop by
meetings on Mondays, Conference Room, Dean
' of Students, Buddleston, 2-3 p.m.
GERMAN CLUB MEETING >Discuss upcoming
events, make pl,ans and have fon! See weekly club
newsletter on bulletin board by German Dept.
Office. Tuesdays, Room 9, Murkland, noon to 1
p'.m.
.
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL' AMERICA MEETING: Act, educate, and learn. COCA is interested
in learning about the bolitale situation in Latin
America, educating the community, and acting
on our concerns. A ·non-violent group to promote
peace and understanding of the region. Tuesdays,
Room 214, Hamil~t·w,Smith, 6 p.m. ( new time).
UNH JUGGLINdCLUB MEETING: Wednesdays,
MUB, 7-11 p.m. check adnfo. Desk for room.
PROGRESSIVE STUDENT NETWORK MEETING:_.Open to all students and faculty interested
in upcoming events ~nd conver~ation a,bout today's'
issues. Thursday,\T-Hall
Flagpole, 12:30 p.m.
.
.
. UNH SOCIETY FOR PHYSICS STUDENTS
.._ MEETING: Presents the Mechanical Universe.
Tuesday, September 23, Room 303, DeMerrit Hall,
6~~
.

CAFETERIA
Mon-Thurs 7:30 am.:.3 pm
Fri 7:30 ar:1-2:45 pm

GRILL HOURS .
Mon-Wed. 7:30am-3pm/3:30-9:30pm
Thurs 7:30am:-3pm/3:30-8:30pm
Fri. 7:30am-2:15pm

MUB GRUB, SALAD BAR & GRIND-Ei'.1 LINE,
Mon-Fri 11 am-1 :30 pm
.
· Join -us for ,,a wide variety of sandwiches, subs, hot food :. ·
and grilled [terns.

CAFETERIA
I

1

-

M6r1. "Thurs. Enjoy a ~ipeciality meal prepared

by Hotel Admin. stud.en.ts
Fri. -Let the MUB staff prepare
·lunch for you.
·

PISTACHIO'S
ANIMAL SCIENCE CLlJB MEETING: G~neral
"discussion on trips and fund raisers. All at:e welcome.
Tuesday, Septmber 23,,Room 212, Kendall, 7 p.m.

UNH ULTIMATE FRISBEE CLUB MEETING:GREAT BAY FOOD COOP: Store hours: Tuesdays,
Sponsored. by Rec. Sports. Organization meet to
•basement o{ Hubbard, 4-7 p.m. Informational ,
restart UNH's ultimate team that will compete
meeting: Tuesday, October 7, Hillsborough/Sullivan _ against other New England collegiate teams."
Room, MUB, 6 p.m.
··
·
Wednesday, September 24, Senate Room, MUB,
.4p.m.
·
GERMAN COFFEE HOUR: Speak .German with
other students!· Informal gathering. We supply
COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT.AND PEACE .
the coffee. Bring your own munchies. Thursday,
MEETING: "What can I as an individual do to '
Room 9, Murkland, noon to 2 p.m,
.
prevent nuclear war? C9me and find out. Educlfional'
· political, and actions on agenda. All welcome.
JOIN Tl-IE PIZZA FOR LUNCH BUNCH: Spon~
_Wednes.day, September 24, Sullivan Room, MUB;
sored by Non-Traditional Student ~enter. $1 a
7~m
· ·
·
slice for pizza. Fridays, Underwood House, noon
to 1 p.m.
1
NICHE INFORMATIONAL MEETING: For those
people interested in working on the staff or
STUDY SKILLS WORKSHOP-MIND MAPPING: ·
performing. Thursday, September 25, · Niche
Sponsored by Non-Traditional Student Center. ·
Coffeehouse, Devine 7L, 6 p.m.
Workshop explai~s effective st_udy strategy that
is fun ·and easy to use. Students will create colorful
ORGANlZA TIONAL MEETING FOR UNH
min,d maps that w,ill help them <?rganize an_d
STUDENT PEER GROUP: Everyone w~lcome,
remember information. Learn how to p,u t this
disable as well as non-disable. -Triursday, September
powerful technique to w<;>rk for you. :Monday,
25, Merrimack Room, MUB, noo';l to 1 p.m:.
September 29, Underwood House, 3 to 4]0,
SAFE RIDES MEETING: Mandatory for both
MA TH ANXIETY WORKSHOP: Sponsored by
interested members and active members. Tuesday,
Non-Traditional Student Center. Does the me,r e
September 30, Room 127, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.
thought of doing _math problems turri yo~r palms
If unable to attend, call Dave or Mark, 868-6010.
,clammy with sweat? If so, your next log1Cal step
should be to come to our workshop and let Judy
TICKET INFORMATION
Rector of the Math D,ept: explain the origins of
. your frustrations and how to effectively deal with
WEDDINGTON-SCHLAFY DEBATE: Sponsored
them. Tuesday, September 30 from 12:30 to 2 p.m.
by MUSO. Tuesday, September 30, Gra.n ite State
and W.ednesday, October lfro·m 2 to 3:3'0 p.m.,
Roorri, MUB, 8 p.m. Tickets on sale at MUB Ticket
7
Underwood House, ~nformation: 862-3647.
Office, 10 a.m. to· 4 p.m.

New Hours 8:00am-11 :OOpm
stop by for coffee & 'donuts
(or even ice cream)!!!

NIGHT GRILL SPECIALS
. MOnday-:Hamburger
· Tuesday-Grilled Cheese _w / Ham
W~dnesday-BLT _ .
· .Thur~day-Ch'icken ·salad Sandwich
I

•

,

Convenient New Hours
Mon.-Wed. 3:30-9:30pm
Thurs. 3:30-8:30

'MUB PUB. ·
Watch for TGIF
Frid,ay afternoons from 4-7 pm
Th~ happiest 3 hours all week!

·MUB ON WHEELS
We are ,back for Fall
Stop,by for some of our delicious Falafel _and Subs!

, CATERING
Show a friend you care with one of our goodie packagef
'Order now: 862-2046
-

STUDENT ORGANIZATION OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, Septemb~r 25, 7-9pm
MUB, Lower Level

The New Hampshire (USPS 379~280) is published and distributed semi- ·weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in R~om
.151 of the.Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Busmess.
Office hours: Monday - Friday ·10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
.$_24.Q0.'t'hird dass pos_tage paid at Durham, NH 03~24. A?vC:rtisers should
che,k their ads. the first day. The New Hampshire w1ll 10 no case .be
:responsible for typograph•-:al or either errors, but will reprint tha-t part
of an advertisement in which ,i typographical error appears, if notified
· immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
•; 151 MUB, UNl-l, Dur,ham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Jqurna/ Tribune 6iddefor.d, Maine. -

, 'WE AT MACAO ASK:
·WRY DO 'YOUA
KIDS GET TO
SLEEP ON A FUTON
-BUT .NOT YOU?'.

Stu.dent Organizations Offices and
the Student Activities Office
Will be· Operi for Visitors
Games Room Open for FREE
Videos, Pool, Bowling
Refreshments Will be Served
EVERYONE WELCOME

~AGE $EVEN
- - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - -~ -T_H~. ~EW HAMPSHIRE TUES[)f\Y, .SEPJ- EMBER
23 , 1986
- - -"-----------'------------'--

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
.....
St~den~ Affairs Office
Hudaleston Hall
D urham,' N~w .Hampshi~e '03824-353::2.
,

( 603) . _8 62:i053

,

I

September 17, 1986

Dear Stud$Jlt:
UNH continues its ._.commitment . to address the drug that deserves on- _
going attention - the "drug of cho.ice" tor students and society - alcohol. ·
-It is a drug whi-ch, in many cases, 1s more harmful physically, soci aJ ly,
arid emoiioAally than tllicit drugs. Because alcohol is legal, readily
ava.ilable, /and condone-d by society, it is .s-een by many . as harmless. Ye·t ,
excessive a 1 cohQ:l co·nsumpti,on has.serious persona 1 and a ca demi c
consequences for students.
The University r~~ognizes that you mu~t be allowed to learn through
your own experience; b.u t the best interests 'of the UNH ·c:ommunity ,mu.s t-- -: not
be threatened. If this:·· occurs, · especially through · exhibiting inappropr-iate
beh=avior, the University has the · responsibility to hold you accountable.
Each of you is owed t~is assurance so you may maximize yol:lr personal, • social,
- and intellectual growth without interference.
.

.

'

.

- We have the responsibility to reaffirm the UNH commitment to alcohol .
education progra.ms>and~·-; clearly ar~ic~lat,e th~ . U_NH alcohql polic.y ✓with
respect to the .g en~ra F :alcohol rule~ -. t_h .i s- rule -states: .' " _-_. _
"Drinking of alcohqlic beverages is •p-rohibited in . public at any time.
Drunkenness, . exc,i~sive . drinking, · illegal d.ri_nking, una~thorized
drinking, or any ~. infraction of state
University regulations
governing the: uie· of alcoholic beverages may- _r,esult in suspension or
any lesser penalty deem_ed appropriate to the act. Drinking may not
be used as an excuse for th.e violation o-f any University rules or
policies."
·

or

All Uni·versi-ty Judicial Boards and Hea·ring Officers are being asked -to .
impose· the minimum san·ction of jeopar·dy of suspension for one full semester whenever a student/student organization has been found · guilty of _a
,
violation ihvolving alcohol through the due process procedures outlined in
the UNH Student Handbook and the behavior adv~rsely affects the com-munity
and/or ihfringes ·upon ~hi rights Qf ' ot~er~ ~his relates to · ~ither
.
violations of ·the alcohol rule or ·when alcohol is a contrib.uting factor in,
a violatio.ri. Alcohol counseling and/or programming should be . a part of a
sanetion as well, if. appropriate. The selling o_r otherwise making available
alcohol to -un _d erage _s tudents by other students and/or stu9ent organizations .
is especially serious ·and loss of . student status and/or Universi-ty recognition .
must be given strong c·o ns i dera ti on.
It is understood th-at stricter policies and sanctions alone will not
solve the curtent problem. There is a need . for a. comprehe,nsive approach
to .this· issue which requires consistent and realistic policy enforcement
toupled with an effectjve education program. I hope you appreciate and
support this effort~ ·
.

S_i ncerel y,

4~✓~
·
J. Gi~g Sanborn
· Dean for Stud~nt Affairs

'

~

• "t -. ..

'
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Recipients of' The Founders cu·p,
presented by the
.
National Fraternity, signifying
overall excellence..
· ·, ·
The highest honor
a chapter can receive._

There are

brother hoods ......
Then -there 's

1

-MUSO offers non·-c redit courses .fo r beginning
photog raphers, as well as fully equipped black & white,
darkroom faci Iities.
-Now is the perfect time to brush up on your skills or
finally learn how to use that fancy camera you got fo r
Christmas last year!
-Classes meet for two hours-each week for five weeks.
Fee of $40 includes full semester darkroom use.
(chemicals provided)
-Full semester darkroom only, with B&W chemicals
provided, is only $30. ·
-Colo r workshops will be offered from time . to time
through0ut the year according to interest.
-FOR REGISTRATION AND INFORMATION CONTACT
ROB IN THE MUSQ_OFFIC~ . .Mon-Fri, 7-8 pm (Phone _
862- 1.485 or 659-2102 ask for Rob)
· ·
•

.

I

(

FINAL OPEN RUSH-

st)~'+~ ~

Thursday Septem ber 25th
Phi Kappa Theta HouseConstru ction Site
Behind Sto~e 'Hall, 8-'to pm'!
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WHO ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?

••

*

i(

!

. ,
MADONNA
MONKEES
STEVIE NICKS
Ac.:.._Dc
TINA TURNER
BILL COSBY
DIANA ROSS
LED ZEPPLIN
THREE STOOGES

iC

•~

i( _
i(

iC
i( .

:

('

:

STAR, TREK
DR WHO
LUCILLE BALL .
DYNASTY
BEATLES
Kif',f G KONG
BRUCE LEE
HUMPHREY BOGART
. KflTHERIN HEPBURN

i(

.:

_

*

:

***

so

IF YOU WANT ANY PICTURE (exce·p t yourself) .
iC
FO R YOQ;R ROOM, GIRL/BOY FRIEND
.
ir . PARENTS-RELATIVES OR MAYBE
it . JUST TO GIVE US BUSINESS
,
iC
ie MAIL US A C HECK OR MONEY ORDER OF $5 .00 AT

*
**

.:

YOU NAME IT WE GOT IT

·••
•

i(

**

•ie

""- ~

AMARRRAMA
P.O. BOX 931
.
. " HAMPTON, NH 03842

:
iC

.
.

.••

:

-~

**

:
:

~

iC If Y~u hav_e any special requests of _poses please let us know so~e pictures

i(

ie

:

••

t

~

•
•

Jt

:

- .,

We a re a small mail order firm with more
_than 100,000 authenti,c:
" 8xl0 personality pictures in stock

:

***
***
*Jf-*
** .
lt
:

! .

•iC•·.

*
t

'**

JAMES DEAN
MARILYN MONROE
•
DON JOHNSON
iC CYBIL SHEPHARD
i( JOHN WAYNE ,
BARBARA STREISAND
•
TOM SELLECK
•
SHIRLEY TEMPLE
i( ROBERT ~EDFORD

a "':7 a1lable m colour too. Movie posters of all kinds at flat rate of $30.00. We
guarantee satisfaction or money ref_unded. Catalogs available on request
for $2.00. Please all_ow us nine working days for delivery.

*

\- *·
......

*
Jf-

Jt
:

**
...

.

SO WH.A,T WILL IT .BE THE KI~G OF ROCK' N ROLL ELVIS it
PRESLEY,OR HITLER?
.
.
'
.

*

.

•

•

'

'

(

.

'

.

The word 's getting around ...
Ph i Kappa Theta .

I,

CLASSES START SEPT- 301' -~

i(

.

_ 1

*
:
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TheW6rld Is Still. .
The Greatest Classroom -,.
-. OfAIL
.

-

\

Applications are now being accepted
for the University of Pittsburgh- .
. :sponsored Sem~ster at Sea-.
. ·- Each fall or°spring 100-day odyssey
aboard the American-built S;S. Universe
·. literally offers you the world.
-,
·. You~can eam12-15 trapsferable units
from your choice of more than 50 lower and
upper division courses, while calling upon
places as culturally diverse as Japan, Hong Kong,·
India,Turkey, the Soviet Union,Yugoslavia
a·n e Spain.
.
.
It i~ a learning adventure designed to
transform students of every color, race and
creed into true citizens and scholars of
the world.
For full information, including a catalog and application,
call 1-800.,854-019 5. Or write Semester at Sea, . ·' 1
Institute for Ship.boafd Education,
11:00-2 Inform
. ation :
University of Pittsburgh;
"' , ,.
•
4-6 tables in Huddleston
2E Forbes Quadrangle,
"'
Dining Hall
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
--' 7pm Special Film Presentation
15260.
in the Forum Room
Then prepare for the
of the Library
learning adventure of , .
your life.
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STUDEN TS, 'FACULT Y, AND
FRIENDS
OF THE
UNIVER SITY OF NEW HAMPSH IRE

THE INSTITUTE
FOR SHIPBOARD EDUCATION
cordially invites you to
"Celebrat e an Evening of Academic
Ad venture"
1

·= \

.

SEMESTER AT SEA
ASPECIA L FIL~,PRESENTATIO~
TUESDA Y SEPTEM BER 23rd
'.

7:00p.m.

in the Foru:i;n Room of the Library .

I,
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CLUB. -

RO td e b Ores driVer

(c~nrinued from page 3). Point, which is adjacent to the
Jackson Lab in Durham.
Approximately 60 alumni, all
circled the campus with him- of whom graduated from UNH
.By Peter A. Katz
and ·has become an expert on at le<!.st 50 years ago, returned
Adam Gilsdorf is driving a
it.
to enjoy the. company of classshuttle bus for- his second se· Th e
"I am a dedicated (W)BCN mates aq·d contemporaries.
mester and he says it.is not 1·ust
l istener; but today I wanted
· t am b assa d ors grou p ,
T-Shirts
a stu d en
t~dious, but "plain b~ring." .
• Hooded Pullovers• Tote-s • Baseball Caps
change.,, So classirnl music which serves as a: liason between
·· Sweatshirts· Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs
To- relieve this boredom, chimed through the morning alumni and students, is in its
Plus Hundreds of Spedalty Advertising Items
Gilsdorf d_oes many things. He bus. "It's good Monday morning ' sixth year.
·
·listens to the radio a lot-it was music,'..' .lie said. During his two
In-House Art Dep1
- "I~ was an exceptional opp()r. on during the· ,entire hour I . · three-hour shifts he says WHEB tunity to interchange thoughts
603/431-8319
3131 Lafayette Roaa I Rte 11 • Portsmo.uth N H
- K-VAN, page 22
a}°-.;utUNH past and present,"
.
_
---.. _
expiained ambassador Karl Ur. . . , . . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ! " ! " ! " ! ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ! ' ! " ' ! " ! ~ ! " " ' ! ' ! ' I t:-::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::
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\: research facQity and listened

: to a brief report op the UNH:: Delaw¥e football game by Jere

Night Clubs_open til 3 am
8
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g
N
b 8 g 1
November 7 , 8 ,
; ovem er ' ·
November 14, 15, 16
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the University's Grnnite

~
\ at
·

photos of themselves and

\: yearbooks _were distributed _SO
:: the alumni could gl.ance back

· ~ HJ1aJa Inns, LeSherbourg,-or Maritime Hotels

-

Chase '36, special assistant to

:: Presiderit Haaland. Old copies

Round~rihp transpo1tation . Welcodme p~rty at- OldhMunich
3d.tys2n1g tsaccomodations Free.a miss1ontonig t-spots

} c~a}s~a::·jor~ty of the alumni · ,
:::came from New Hampsbire,
:::: ::::----- - - - - - -- ·-- - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ . ; : : although Urban noted one worn:;:: {
· Reservation Fo~rm
'
:\· an who travelled up from Wa{ {
/
shington,_D.C. to attend the
•:•: :;::
Please '" tur n wrth S30 oepos,t Space 1,m,tec
:: event. "She was a lawyer so we
Name-------~----------}·
School Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ::. discuss~d my inrere·s t in possibly
:;:
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :;: going into patent law. I got to

*Group discounts for
parties over 1-0!

868-2224'

·

• f;0•0~ •o•n,: $79
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MEG A SYST EMS
AT

MINI PRICES
(

• Reliable, compatible component s
• 6 month operating guarqntee
• _We stock-parts
• Complete system kits available
• IBM PC/XT compatible
..
:

;..,.

•• 1nmar
We support you!'!!

-The STUDENT
.The MBA
The Maxi

-

\

. -The_STUDtNT

CALL AREA REPRESENTATIVE

8088 UP, 25.6 K
RAM : 36OK disk
drive,, ·12 in. mono
m o n i to r,
k e y - ·,

I

<

••••

Your-'roost cost effective choice-is an
IBM ·COM-P ATIBLE CLONE
personal computer from lnmar .·
~
In mar offers:
•Low prices

The MBA

The MAXI

640K Ram, 20
meg Hqrd Disk,
.360,K floppy, high
resolution graphics, amber monitor, .parallel printer
port , 100 key
keyboa-r·d, case,
ps . instr. · ·

Simi,iar to the
MBA but with a 13
in. colo'r'monitor.

_
. P..O. B6x~:276
$1613.00
board, parallel
· Durham, New Hampshire
-printer port, case.
power supply, in.
03824-0276
structions. ;
Telephone: 603-86~-t796
$713.00 .
$1350.00
.Inmar, Inc. \.·
Turbo systems available; custom .
12:23 Peoples Ave.,··
c,onfigure to meet your ne~ds!
Tr9y, NY 12180 RPI Campus
_ ., .. _ . Te(ephone: 518-271-6685-'-'.
. _
.
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Sister at SAE meant. "One man
was ready to call his friep.d to
tell him women lived ·in fraternities now."
_Co:0rdinator of the annual
50th Plus Club day;· Polly A.
:Oaniels '64, is currently assistant director of Alumni Affairs.
She described the day as "bril- liant! The best in at least four
years." She ,explained that in
past years the picnic had been .
held downstairs at the Alumni
Cen,ter. The response to her idea
of bringing the picnic outdoors
was positive.<'They ( the group)
just loved it."
Chase reminisced about the
days when freshmen had to
follow "freshmen rules" such
as wearing the required beanie '
for all o-f first semester. "If a
sophomore ~a~ght you without
it, _-they would give you a pu~ishment like singing iq front
of a women's dorm." When
Chase graduated in 19'36, l500
students went to UNH. ·
The 50th Plus Club began
when merribers of the class' of
1916 began gathering annually
for a .picnic at the hom·e s of
various classmates·. After. the
group's 50th reunion in 1966
they opened the picnfc to all
alumni who had gradµated 50
or more years ago . .·_.' · · · · ·
Chase spoke highly of his
years at UNH. "It has alway~
been_a_good school," he said.
"My'education has served. me
well."· ., ·

RESEARCH PAPERS .
16,278 to choose . from-all

subjects
Ord·er cdtalog today with
· . Visai MC or COD
in Calif. (213) 477-8226

or rush $2.00 to:
Rec~earch Assistance
1A L2 Idaho Ave. #206-SN,
~ Angeles, CA 90025
C1..
research also
- '-- .Jilable-all levels

/,
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Senate ques_t_io_n__s---_-n-~-w-drug sancti ons
•

•

.

.

.

.

.

!

•

-

f

-RUMOR S _!~
(continued from page 1)

-

to cla_;:ify the University's po- JudicialBoard's reqliest that they . privacy." She said this should
By Mary Beth Lapin
inform their parents and reveal be deleted, since students at the
on drug use. Students
sition
Jay
Student Body president
the source of their illegal sub- university level shoyld not be
Ablondi and vice president received a letter informing them
Barbara Cerretta will voice their ' of the revisions at registration. . stance may incur a le·ss severe required ·co "call home" when
disapproval of the University's · The letter contlined a pro- · penalty. All students caught in they are in trouble.
"How can a university be an
new drug sanctions-in a televised vision whereby students caught a drug offense,.. must attend
using drugs or in posses~ion of , mandatory drug counselipg. · effective educational institution
interview later chis ~emester.
if it is treating students as
I The new drug sanctions have
The new ·sanqions were the drugs, who fail to report the
result of a joint effort by UN- , incident to their parents risk been in effect since the begin:.. imm.atute, irresponsible individuals??' Cerretta asked. ·· J
ning of this semester.
- HPresidenc Haaland and Dean suspension from__the University.
Cerretta aQd Ablondi were
Cerretta said she agreed with
of Students J, Gregg Sanborn ~tudencs who ~omplv with the
the theory behind Haaland and approached by Channel 9,
0

·-p on-Speci;l~--- .- ---·

_
,1- - - - - - - -Cou
1

Denise Marcoux, hall director
of the Upper Quad said, "It was
an unfortunate mix--up, but a -·_
valuable lesson was learned."
"A man with good intentions
was misperceived, but it shows
that the floor has a strong
community. They care about
each other and themsleves
enough to draw attention to it,"
.·
she said.
1

~:~ :~e~~~~~p:~!ai~~~~~i~~e;~

;~~b~:~~~~t~~\:it c~ i\
presented. "The Student Senate .UNH students think of the drug
.
should have had more input/' policy. Cerretta said they will
sets
25
Resumes
I
she said. "We weren't asked for express their concerns .at this
I
time.
,
our suggestions."
$
I
18 50
According to Abloridi, the
Cerre.tta said she found fault
$.: :oo
copies
·1 Includes typing
1
with the letter's wording and provision _regarding notification
Less ___
·envelopes
I Matching paper
implied attitude toward of parenc·s "insults student's
$ 17
sheets
I
50 _ its
Cerretta s3:id the pa- adulthood." He said he and
students.
.
typing.
computerized
state-of-the-art
se
u
I In-horagraph begin!1ing, _"We_ know Cerretta saw the contents of
I Quick changes made easily with our memory
"at
I t . Jstu d ents at t h 1s u nivers1ty are Haaland and Sanborns letter
·
.
,
, blt
the
all
with
along
registration,
was
drugs"
with
experimenting
.
_____
_;
_
:___
~~------~_;;,
~-;5_?~9,_e~~~
6th.er st udents. We never saw
condescending in tone.
·
8¢ Self-Service Photocop-ies
·•
a copy beforehand."
the_
Cerretta,
to
Accord_ing
L--------- ----------- -~----:--"There was n<~S t udentinput,"
When you need copies new drug,sanctions do not treat
'1
students as adults and do not Ablondi said," and no Senate
sufficiently ~mphasize drug input."
Dean of Students J. Gregg
abuse pre-education. "It's punCOpJ prlDIIDg
CiMpllS
_- :I
.
1
is~m~?-t after the fact/ Ce~retta Sanborn defended the letter's
I
intent. "It is a student's responI 47 Main Street Durham, NH (A~ross from Jodi's) 868-2450 said. The drug policy should
•_______ ..;.. _________ ________ .,;_ ___ place more importance on ed- sibilicy to inform the people
ucating studeqts.about drug use. who love him if he has a drug
• • . ,. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·• • • •• • • That was not emphasized ,i n this problem," Sanborn said. "In the
case of the traditional college' letter."
Cerretta called the provision aged student the pa-rents do have
requesting students ta notify an inve st ment."
' their parents "an invasion of __ . SANCTIONS, page 21

(continued from page 3_)

'!

STUDENT S
: T}JJNK

DRUGS _

_

& • • ·

WOULD YOU LIKE TO RIDE?

1

ing marijua-na in the dorms is
risky. "I think the smoking of
pot has decreased in the d<?rms
mostly because of its o_bviou~
.
smell." .
• · ·· ·adminiscrar.
· - notel
A senior
tion major does not chink the
drug laws have changed anything. "The new laws aren't
scaring anyonf yet," he sa·id.
"Only when the penalties are
enforced with one student will
people get scared.'"
"I always thought I'd get
kicked our if I got caught before," admitted one student.
The availability of marijuana
in comparison with ocher drugs·
on campus is another issue
relevant to the drug policy.
During President Reagan's
Sunday night address regarding

"'-drug. abuse in Amer_ica, he
************ ************ **********""
men~~oned 1:"eports statmg that
·
·
*
:marquana,!s _rn ~ho~fsupp_ly,
*.
: *
but added . Coca me 1s corn mg
. ·,
·
*
lf-into our country at alarming
<' •
, lt-· ..
_ ,
*levels."
Granite State Rm.
:
~~ny s~udents agr~e · that
.
*
* man1uana 1s harder to get than
S
lt-some more expensive and
_ epl 28,.,
*
"+~arshe~ drugs_. "~~'s .~lq10st
1-5
. :
1mposs1b~e to fmd poF,_ st~ted
* one sen10r communicauons
Featuring:
*
.
,
* ·major.
.-=* . "On the ocher hand, it's so
)to- lslandside
:
ea~y to find thin~~ like ~ocaine,
aod, and ecstasy, she said.
T ffl
lf- 5
*
lt- "Pot's .going out of style,"
OVOY rU e
lt'"""1-,,.,m.* observed one student7 "People .
:
- lf- are mote into coke now."
-.---* \
1
Accor?ing co ~cote Chesney,
We offer :beginner, intermediate and advanced lessons
_ _c-:-...
*
the Assistant D_1 rector of Re*
for any age rider. Highly qualified staff and quality horses.
*sidential Life, the University
.,...r......,..
:
Call 742-3377 for times ~nd information .
. * is trying to deal with student .
,
*
drug problems by having drug
. · .
~-• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • '!' · * ,
__::.:._:;::.,_' :~~-~-=-=*abuse programs and .informa- ._
*
.
- ., :-:----,;,. .. :•-- -s---~ tional meetings. "We don't want
~
.,,"~~ *
- .* to ~e s~en by the stt:dents as the
$2.00 Admi~sion'to benelt
lf- polICe, he emphasized.
. .
' · _
*
the ProgresSIVe Student Network * Senior /Ava Rafe questioned

* Rock 'N Reggae Fest

*
i

*

:

*·

*
*

:*

!*

...

~-~-.----.---~.---~----~----·---------..-.. **
!*
I ' . Young's Res_taurant, ·
l
-.48 Mam St.' .
Ii
i~
Durham, NH
i
l
868-2688
I
I
Break/ast Sf!ecial
j·
\

·Broccoli, Bacon a~d Cheddar Cheese ~

t
i

i
i.
i
i YOUNG'S
i

}K'
--.j

)J

.

.

---------

i

Omelet, served with toast, homefr1es
and coffee-$3.50 ,

Lun,cheon Special
~--------Cup of homemade ·beef stew served
with grilled chee.se, hot dog, or

. egg salad $2.65

I.
i

t

Dinner Special ·

i·

Hot turkey sandwich served witb tossed sa~ad,
mashed poq1to and cranberry sauce $3.~5

r

[ii
i

.

' ' . . ..

.

~

·*

,,. .

-.......--

t~~

d~ug
the reason_s behind
*********** *********** *:
~**********
· abuse problem at UNH. I thmk
,
·
it comes down co t-his notion
chat people--esp~cially coll~ge
kids--need co escape," she s.aid.
, <;ateway to London and 'BeJOnd
"They've been conditioned to
chink that they need to escape."
/ "What do you want to escape
from?" she wondered. "College:
life is FUN!"

ITHACA

I.
i

,J

~

I
i
I
i·

i
. ii

-------·---·.,.,---.~-----._:.--.-~--·i

'

1

COLLEGE

i

)J

·_

.BULIMIA

·Center

.■ SEMESTER OR YEAR ·PROGRAM
■

and
·

ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT
■ BRITISH FACULTY

Learn about British and European
cultures through courses in
literature, .history, busiAess, music! :
sociology, communications,
politics, and much more. Special
. .
program offered in Drama.
Internships available to qualified
students in international business,
social ·services, communications,
political science, and economics . .
Visits to the theatre, cmuseumsJ ,
galleries, schools, social ana
political institutions are an in-tegral part of the curriculum.
For fu!1h-,r _Information write:
International Programs -SP
Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York 14850

BING'ING
•Food and Weight'
Control Problems
-. Specialized Treat- ·
·
-ment of Eating
· Disorders-

Call
Stephen _Little.,
M.Ed.
at 433-2233

J

_r ~ ~ t-i •:· ·
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~
Do_-you still have sand in Do you yearn for the
· between our toes?
sound of seagull's -·
,
~
laug h ter· ami·d gently eras· h.mg sur.
f?i· _
y-

·':I

l

.. ·

..

II
§

and o_ther ques~ions of
cosmic_proportions pl~ase
all meet at Lot E May 26 ·
1987, 9 A.M.-PROPERLY RE$TED

~
§
§

··

i

.. .

..

·

.

-

_ Ablondi .~dmitted ,~he service

has be<:n . sub-par at H?od
Ho'1_
· · -s_e· ·rn_ •the past ' and· said• a
better env10rment would attr~ct
better staff.
' ~
. T~is p_oi_nt mov~d ~~-nator
._..._...:-.._..._..._...;__.__ _..._......_-_._,..,_..:.,...._..~_:..__.....;....._..._.. Darnel Hilliard to abs tam from
~
~ ~?in~oting,the bills only absten- .

§

a whistle, belt, ~nd
headsplitting }:tangover?

· For the an~wer~to these

·§

.

5=erretta sard the -new facility
Many people go to the Hood
would also draw
a be.t ter ·staff ' House,
.look
at·f the·. st1aff
say., *
.
.
'Wh k.
d
· atid
· k.
~another as_pect of t_he_ ~?o-d . ·
at m ,o .J?eop e are ta _mg
. . ·
.
§ Ho-use w_h1ch drew cntteism · care ·of_ me, said senator Eliza- •.
Do Y?U feel naked without § from the senators.
be th Gibbs.

·

Have you become ·. ,jlCCUstomed to functioning
. § · normally among mere mortals
§ w/ more th~n 4 hrs. sle~p?

§~

_

·HtAL~

(continued from page 1)

George M. Taylor J-r O .D. .

-------.,..,----;,,._....;..__
~

~.
\ _0

§ •

·

·.

§ \

§ ~
§ \
§ ~

· Allyson, Jeanne, Rich, Ryap-thanks for the visit and
the chance · to extend our c~iminal records beyond N .J ·

t
G·
·. ome ry
""-"
eneral Optometry
- Specializing--i-n Contact Lenses _
._.._..._..._..._...._.._..._.._..._..._..._._.....,...

j

. Doctor of Opt

. .,_

0

I
·r

827 Central Avenue

§-~~~~~~~~~~ j

~
~

i
\

~

Dover, NH 03820
(Adj~erittoPearl•VisionCenterj ·
Tel: 742-2000

~
~

----•---~--~-----:-------------------·r---------

~ .' _

·
, 1

"I don't think that making
a new shining building is going
,.,_J do anything about quality,"
said Hilliard. "It'snotthefacility
that .makes the health care, it's
the docters."

l

·

- What does warmweather and
sunny days mean?~-- ·

The· nearness of the oriva~e .
_pr~ctice is one aspect die sena-,
·tors are wary of. Ablondi said
he hoped' Stt!dents wouldn't be
unnecec;arily directed from the
health service, which they pay
a fee for in the beginning of the
year, to a private practice nearby
.· where they would have to_ pay
· again.
···what we have make sure
docters don't just say, 'Why
don't you go next door to this
private physician,'. and have to
pay," said Ablondi.
·

.-' MUB on .Wheel-s·
Now.Serving ,

Get Physical.

Enjoy a variety o(subs, desserts, soft drinks~
an,d our own classic-falafel with Tahini sauce.

R,eebok fitness shoes- for: health club participants. ,
· Designed to give ::-:;.i,ppoFt, stability and comfort through
all levt:-1.s of physical exercise and act_ivity.
·

.· Located in fro·n t ~- Libr-a ry
of the· Dimo~n_
M-F11-1:30

·

~A~O Business Manager Jim
Griff1th expressed the same
concern, He said he hoped tfie
health staff would not send cases
next door out of convenience·
b.ut continue directing student;
to the best possible help.
·

"We shouldn't be concerned
for profit, we should be co~1., cerned iri g~tting student's the
. best health care possible," said
Griffith .

Broadway M-F - Sat.
. - . · 9:_30-9. 9-5:30

._ New Hampshire Outing Club
University ofNew_Hampshire- Dur~am, N'.H. 03824

nno
FALL TRIPS '86

--,

·.A DOver tradition
of_finedini~

.

9/26-28

__.I

_.- Jic{Hc:ttnon 1 onjtna{ h_1ncfieoneEEe 19/i-7?
·Din·ner Dailt... always featuring a special
.

· · · Garden Fresh Salad Bar
~1.ocl/o dis.c ount on all meals with valid -· ID
-~Loung~ open until legal closing . · ·

·!

.

MasterCharge...

. tti Third:-~ tre,et

-

Amerjcan Express

749.:45g5

Do~~r_LN.Jt

FRANCONIA RANGE LEAF PEEPER II $15
(FRESHMAN BLAST BETA) ·
?/26-28 ., PQWER PACKING -5000' $20
10/3-5
LOCAL YOCAL BIKE TRIP $10
10/3~5
FALL FOLIAGE FROLIC $25
_ 10/11-12 ROCK-JOCK CLIMBING $25-$30
10/11-12 BEAR BROOK WORK PARTY FREE
10/17-18 WHITEWATER RAFTING $75
10/ 17-18 FALL, CELEBRATION $10
10/i7-18 _ _ROPES,GOURSE/CHOCORUA $30
10/24-26 JACKSON WORKPARTY FREE
NORTHERN PRESIDENTIALS $25
11/7-8
- -11/14-16 FRANKY WORK PARTY FREE
3/14-21., ·1987 · BAHAMAS SAILING $625

,

BE

~THIS IS ONLY _A PARTIAL LISTING MORE TRIPS Tb
ANNOUN_C£D ATA LATER:TIME. LOOK FOR OUR WEEKLY
.LISTING IN THE NEWHAMPSHIRE FQR THE LATESTDATES
1
AND TIMES OF Ai.L UPCOMING CLUB EVENTS OR DROP iN AT
ANY TIME IN THE OFFICE
129 MUB OR CALL 862-2Ii5. .. · ~ ·

RM

'\.
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FOr a futtire with
a professi onal
team ·.· ..
.

.

. . . look into Air ·Force ROTC~ Combined with
your bachelor's degree in nursing, Air Force 'ROTC
prepares you for a challenging and rewarding· futu_r~
.. ·. as an officer in Air Force Nurse Corps.
You also may be eligible ,for a two-year scholarship which pays your . tuition, textbooks, lab -and
other . fees - plus a monthly allowance _duri~g. the
school term.
·
· Accept a commitme,nt to caring. Air F_o rce nursing
opportunities are unlimited -. --- it all ,depends on you.
Talk to your Ait Force ROTC campus representative

l!t~l
. .r11~

CAPTAIN COPE(ANo
DEPARTMENT
AEROSPACE STUDIES
862-1480 .

today. .

.

'

.

.

.

--,

.

.

-

I s=4nERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE

I.•;

Our un ergraduate o cer commissioning program
gives you the· opportunity to get more than _a B.A. or
B.S. It gives you a chance to get a career started plus:·
·■ Earn $100 a .month during the school year .
■ Lets you take civilian flying lessons
■ Asa freshman or sophomore,
le~ ~ou ,con:iplete yo~r basic
training dunng two stx-week
swnmer sessions

■ Lets

you get in · e or one o our gra uate programs
as a junior
So, if you're looking for a chance to lead, check out
the Marine Corps undergradu~te officer p
- r
. ~
gram. You coulc!_ start off making more
than $17,000 a ye~
from the start.

Barna U~a,,a
~adroe
!-'1
in JeaderiJlip.

IWrelookingforakwgoodmm

The Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer will be on carripus 23 September throu gh
25 September 1986 , LOam to ·2pm daily iri Memorial Union Building.
If your unable to meet the Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer and would an
appointment , please contact Officer Selection Office, Orchard Park Suite A-9,
875 Greenland _Road, Por tsmouth, N. H. 0.3801 or by calling 603 436-0974.

r
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·cBECK IT OUT .

For a
Nig-ht ·Gvill
Specialty ·

STUDENT ORGANIZATION
OPEN HOUSE

Try ~ne of our delicious 75¢ specials,
served from 3:30-9:30 p.m. M-W
Thurs. ti/ 8:-30

.. .I

Thursday, Sepiember25, 7-9pm
MUB; Lower -Level
Student Organizations Office·s and the Student Activities Office Will be Open for Visitors

Monday-Hamburger
Tuesday-Grilled Cheese & Ham
Wednesday-BLT
Thursday-Chicken Salad Sandwich
.

>

.

, NEW ITEMS
(served day and night grill)
Chicken Patty _$1 .65
Steak-n -Cheese .$2.75
Hot lia·m-n-Cheese;$2.50 .
On ion Rings 85¢

Refreshments Will Be Served

;\/~ti,

EVERYONE WELCOM~

'

.

~s

-

-

BREAKFAST -MENU
LUMBERJACK FRENCH TOAST - SCRUMPTIOUS PUFFY TOASTS

·.
MADE WITH FARM FRESH EGGS , , , , , $1,35

~

FARMHOUSE OMELET

MADE WITH 'BAC~N AND CHEESE BITS

1.35

•• , , ,

PANCAKES - THR E,E HARDY J GO~DEN PANCAKES ; •· , • • • • •

1 55 ·

-

/

,,

/

SPECIAL #1
1

.

.

.

.

~

~igma ~u Jtfrateruit!!

.s.ru:..I& #2

1 EGG (ANY. STYLE)

COTTAGE FRIES
THICK GR ILLED TOAST
COFFEE .
.

·.ILAST OPEN RUSH ·1··
Tonight TUesday Sept 23 ·
7-9 pm. - .-.

·Refreshments served. ·
-. ,. ·,

.

TH IC K GRILLED· TOAST
COFFEE

-✓

$1,50

$1 ,85

$4',la

·Sffi_l.AL #4

BELGIAN WAFFLE

rrlt's not who you .are or wJ?ere _·
you're from, it's wha-t you want t o be.'-'

S1E.IAL #3
2 EGGS (ANY . STYLE)
3 BACON STRIPS

LUMBERJACK FRENCH TOAST
ORANGE JUICE
COFFEE

SUPER THi cK HOMEMADE WAFFLE SERVED
BUTTER AND SYRUP

~

. · BELGIAN WAFFLE SUPREME

'~ 3 JUMBO "PANCAKES
3 LINK SAUSAGES
COFFEE

--"

$2,25 · .

. TOP PED WITH STRAWBERRIES AND SWIRLS
OF FLUFFY CREAM

$1.-SS

$1.75

, BLUEBERR~ MUFFINS •• • • • • 50
COFF EE (SMALL)
THICK GRILLED TOAST • • • .• ,35
_(LARGE)
- ENGLISH MUFF IN , , , , , , , 45 . TEA , ,. · , , -,
COUNTRY FR IES , , , j , , , •45 . MI LK (·SMALL ) . •
r-A-LS-0 S
- TO-P -IN_FO_R-YO-UR- FA-VO-RI-TE(LAR,GE) . .

_DELICIOUS LUNCH .

• , • , • • • . 40
•. , • • • . , • . 60
, , , , , , , .40 ·
·:40 ,'
.• •
,65
• •
I

••

•

•

·,

I

•

••

•

•• •

HOT CHO'COLATE (SMALL)

ICE CREAM TREAT, OR FOR A
YOU'LL LIKE

1

; .. ,' ,

(LARGE) , , ,
ORANG E JU ICE (SMALL) , , , ,
(LARGE) , , , ,

IT.

/

BREAKFAST SERVED - Mon.-Fri. 6~ ,- I AM

·

· ·_

·.

. Sat. f0AM-2 PM: ·

.40
.65
.45, .
.70
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Howto,build abetter world.

. Allow us to suggest three ways. MacDraffM
.· MacDraw~M And MacPaint~M ·
The combination of these Qrogran1s,_ along ..
- with a Macintosh™computer, will give architectural
snide11ts u_nlimited freedon1 to create. Whether it be
for drawing buildings; designing urbap landscapes:·
or drafting engineering and construction plans. J

.This is just.one example of how Macintosh
helps students work smarter, quicker and ·
mor~ creatively. And the beauty of Macintosh is,
you don't have to know diddley about computers ·
to use one. · ·· -~· ,
'.
So get a Macintosh. The world, •
will be ~a better place for it.
®

© ll)8;·Appie Computer. !1~. Apple. the Apple logo. .\lacDraw :u1d .\lacPaint are trademarks of Apple C(>rnputer. lnc. .\lacl)rah is :1trademark of lnnovatiw l)ata ,De;ign. Inc. .\bcintosh isa trademark
,

of .\lclntosh laboratory. lnc. am! is being tised \\ith il'i express pennission .

As a full ·tia;ie f acuity, staff or student at U.N.H. , you are elig1ble to
purchase aMacintosh Computer at a_discount rate through Apple
University program. P.or more information call Rict at 742-5865,-4-l0pm~
Macintosh Ptua Computers are part <( the new DISCovery progra·m
here are UNH. ·Tot,~ eligible to use thi~ new UNH resource sign up for an
orientation session now at the Stoke Hall and Mc:£onnell Hall clusters.

Q . Jl .

torn
·rii«iut:e<

.

:_::Ute

:~. . . . .

. . ·.·. . . . .· . .,._
'

~

.,.

.

r·
.
.
:
7~ ..•·•.·
· · T~r,- ~r111iorf •. · (
. lijlilrgei .• ·.

. •

t:thJf llUO~r tm~i

3tnriaers&r1WW1dt.w ·

\
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•

f

-Student health care ·needs improving
/

On Wednesday, the University System
Board of Trustees will be voting on plans
for a new health center· on the UNH ,
campus. The vote is a very important one, _
as it will affect every stu~ent who pays the
health fee every time he or she pays a tuition
bill.
At the last ·student senate meeting a bill
-was passed without dissent in support of
the plans for a new center. The bill said
the present facilities, currently_in Hood
House, were unacceptable and the new plans ·
in question should_ be approved.
The plaris rnll for two new bwldings to
be built near Wolff House and Richards
House. One building would be the new
campus health facility, and the other would
be leased.out to private medical practices
to generate revenue.
The student senate is right. The rime
has c·ome for a new liealth facility on
campus, Anyone who has been in the dark

three hours to have a speck of dust removed
·ftom one's eye to having strep -throat and
being misdiagnosed on four sep·ai.-ate
occasions, to being misdiagnosed for toxic
_shock syndrome.
It is incidents like this that make one
wonder about the quality of health ca:re
students are receiving from the staff at Hood
House. Student Body President Jay Ablondi
put it mildly_when he said the service at
Hood House ~as been "sub-par" in-the p ast.
With Hood House and the proposed new
-health center in the public eye, this is -t he
best possible time to take a long, hard,
objective look at the quality of health --care r:
students are getting at UNH.
It appears to be inadequate, or at th e very
least, inconsistent. One wonders what the ·
benefit o f a new faci lity would
if the
· quality".o f the' help given there does not
· improve. One would almost be better off
going next door to the proposed ·profes sional bvilding.
·
·
.

corridors of Hood Hous·e can app~eciate
the need for a new bwlding. Not only would ·
the $2.5 million facility be a brand new
building, it would hold quite a bit of brandnew equipment. It is clear to most people that the current
UNH health facilities are ridiculously
inadequate. One hopes the University
System trustees see things in the same
manner. .On W~dnesday, the trustees should
vote in favor of the new health facilit v.
It .;,ould b~ a welcome and much -need~d
' addition to the total package offered to
students at the U niver~ity. ·
The proposed health facility has also
rekindled a debate that has burned o'n -and
off in campus politics for many years. The
debate regards the quality of the health
care students are receiving.
Almost everyone pas their own "Hood
H ouse horror stories," ranging from waiting

be

/I

. Realistically speaking, such re-.
search papers ar5= not used for ·
research-oriented reading but take
the place of the whole 'assignment,
thus inviting plagiarism (those
- wanting to know the University's
definition. of and policy toward the
To the Editor:
. subject will find ~verything spelled
I am a new-comer to the UNH ~ out 1 in the student handbook) . In
car1pus and I would like to make
an age where the line of least
a brief comment on a recent obserresistance rules, I would hope that ,
vance of mine. In three of the first
this, practice will stop and cut off
four issues of The New Hampshire
one way that the problem of pla1 have found an add featuring some
giarism' confronts the University.
16,278 research papers fot our
Students of all studies and ages must
consumption. This basically supbe made aware -that there are
ports the belief that if we have the
motiyes behind the research paper
money, we have a grade for that · and that through it, the educational
upper level course in which we ~ave
_proces·s completes itself. Having
. . _ , to actually use those books in the
the school-affiliated newspaper
lil~rary.
. _
advertise a .semester's worth · of
My complaint is this: wliy in the
work at some fixed price seems to
school paper? I realize that students,
me to uphold not only the attitude
with or without reading The New · that the school condones them but
Hampshire, can find these papers
advocate to students that one can ·
and that plagiarism exists with or
gloss over the facts of the real world
without such promotional ai_ds. I
and believe that achievement comes
would, however, like to stress that
along if you can pay the price . .
this is a double standard: if the point
Thomas J. Aciukewicz
of the academic institution is
passing on absolute knowledge (n.ot
simply handing out flyers inscribed
with the letters B.A. or B.S. and
signatures of various deans and the
President of the college) then the
college newspaper should not adTo the Editor:
VP.rtise "custom research" designed
The Marines, Army, Air Force
for students who want Calvin Klein
and ROTC have displayed large ads
theses without knowing a stitch
intended to reo:-uit students and
about what they say.

R~search

ROTC

justify current military polity. In
addition, this newspapaer~recently
interviewed several ROTC petsoneL I do not object to ads or articles
about the military despite the fact
that I morally oppose the arms
buildup and war against Central
America. I feel that everyone should
have the right of free _e xpre'ssion.
I do object ·to the fact that The
New Hampshire seldom prints. ads
that promote peace. I also believe
your staff should investigate the
claims of your advertisers. Is the
military propagands truthful? The
military promises to provide skills
in "leadership," but giving and
taking orders is not the kind of
leadership practised in a democracy .
The Marines claim to offer opportunities to ''.a few good men." This
sort of sexist appeal ·should not be
accepted by _young people today.
I assume that the military ads
appear in your pages because they
are paid' fot:. by, the instituf ions they
represent. There are many good
organizations that work for peace,
however, which cannot afford full
page ad~ in the newspapaer, though
their message is just as important.
Money may also explain the reason
. The New Hampshire interviews
the pro-war faction without critical
evaluation. Your reporters might
not want to ruffle lhe feathers of
the advertisers. Indeed, this is a
senario__repeated again and again
t_hroughout the capitalist world.
Defense contractors and military

, have the money t·o influence the
. ~edia and ulitmately the public and
us government.
It doesn't have to be that way.
Univers-ities don't have to mirror
· the capitali~t world. The New

Hampshire should provide free
advertising for peace and it should .
investigate the claims of the mil"
itary. Dare to be idealist.ic. Dare
to make the world a more fair place.
Rick Kohn
Newmarket
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University FO,runi
Freshman has no clue
Coul..calm .. .coilected .. yes, that's
right, l' ma freshman, map i,n hand,
face in map, foor in rnomh T don't .ask
for much, just ~so11,1e basic information.
Is there a place rn sit in this library?

By-Pam DeKoning
D0 tb.ese mail boxes open? I have
PilJ

1

to

ryr d1ese books? Basic information.

I k:h)W, you ha\'e no pity for me, you
:u11used, indifferent, disgusted,
i11dtgn,rnr.
_; L~::,r ,:onsidei· th-is: Sit down; you 're
g1..!1n ,-; l'\; qe shocked. You . were a
freshman once ... no twice! I told you
sit. u~m·c' be embarrasse~,' l won't tell
:HL·

anvone. Freshmandom is just one of
those thiµgs we all go through and quickly to.rget. Who me a freshman!
l'rn a sophomore!
Freshmandom is kind of like pony
training, we a}l 1i1ake it ' through
eventually, some of u,s with more
accidents than others.
Tnen, suddenly orfe morni•ng, we
wake up and it is all over, life is normal.
again. We journey through the know- ,
. it-all sophomore stage, rn the rocally
cool juni\.Hness, and finally, we are
rocally awesome and completely so phisticated.
Guess again, someone forgo-r to tell
us abom this rncall_y degrading, completely humilia(ing transition from

·w ar: a
current .policy
War is the continua.ti 6 n of policy
by another means. Although these were
the words of V.I . L_enin, they appeH
to be the cur rent foreign policy ·
doctrine of the present admmistrat10 n.

By Michael Rose
If our policy in Nicaragua and Central
America is to erradicate Soviet adven. cur ism as well a·s t he threat of , .Go 111 munism· from the Western Hemisphere 1 oeueve the go al is laudabl e:
Aces such as these are justified under
the "Monroe Doct'rine." Soviet style
,communism is a government by oligarchy, paranoia and repression. After
my recent trip to the USSR I found 1che
people to be bitter Of · apathetic about
the r_ealities of the cor:nmunist stc!,[,e.
Therefore I _conclude that the .goal. of
eliminating ' the Soviets _from having
· at1y potential effect on the reg10n ' 1s '
a worthy one, however, our means make
_ us no becter ' thari the Soviets. Instead
of fuding a civil war to erratiicate the
need for Soviet influence, guns and
, advisors?
The curre~t problem in Nicaragt, ,t,
.accordin'g to early Reagan diploma ··-.,
begqn when the new Sandinista government began suppJymg arms to violent
revoluti onary groups in El Salvadu r
(in face one such grnup assassinated
four Marines as they dined in a cafe).
·1n addition, four weeks after takin ,,
power, the Sandinistas reneged o~
merr promise of early election~ (at ct.1."
't ime the US was giving $120 million
.ih aid to the young government).
Finally, the end came when it became
app parent that Cuban /militia were pan
. of a "cultural agreement." The aid
stopped, .and the war by proxy began
in early 1982.
. ·
Although the Sandinistas have a
uncanny lack of pct, they can be dea1r
with. Ortega wants talks with Reagan,
and the- Contadora process offers a rnal
peace. The Soviets leave, the USA stops
its covert attacks, and the region
attempts to stabilize. This is one
s.cenario, but their is another, more
radical presposition. 'My crude attempt
at writing about diplomacy pales in
the comparison to the words of Abe
Lincoln: "The best way I know to defeat
an enemy is to make him a tnend.
Stopping Mafioso tactics, and aiding
an economically depresss·ed area may
do more th_a n nightly bombings. After
all, we are the good guys, aren't we?
Let us prove Lenin wrong, and show
the world chat war is not a ty'pe of
policy, but rather ·the arbitrary rape
of peace.

----~------------Michael Rose is a juni;r m ] joring
economics and politics.

iii

ex-.:iusively superior S~ni'or (with a
capital S) ro lowly, no ,good freshman-_dom.
.
}lemember all, those health classes?
1 he ones about all those emotions?
Tl~ey should have prepared us for this.
Ater all they were supposed rn 's olve
all rhe adult problems in lif_e: So what
do they do? They tell us we're adults
and ch1\)w us back into freshmandom
with no preparation, no over the.
coumer solutions.
Freshmandom is one of those things
you cringe over when Mom comes in
wich the photo album. "Mom, please
dl)l1 't dl) this to me, rn .t ake out ·the
garbage, 1'11 do the_dishes, I'll even clean
mv room!"
/
.Erner Mom, phorn album in hand,
vindictive grin intact. She eases 'i nrn
it slowly, "This is Johnny's. first bath;
ooooh, and here he is on his first double

fu . .lge chocolate cake encounter!"
approaching.
· "Jo~nny's first pimple," oh my God,
lJ_ere n yon~es, - gulp- "Johnny'~ very
hrsl day ot high school- he's a freshman!"
Now that's it, _ you'be completely ·
flipped, the memories of freshmandom,
long since lo-.:ked away flood back. The
swear drips off your forehead. .
You 're grimacing at rhe torture, the
grovelin_g to upperclassmen, the in:dig1um looks, the brand new clothes
ruined by your novice laundry skills,
the fifceen pounds you gained while
you starved.
Finally, you can't take it anymore,
the mental angui~ti is too s~vere, you \ '
scream "Please, Mommy, please, NO
MORE!"
~1om looks up, startled, and con tinues, "Here's Johnny's second birthday, his first tricycle."
"Johnny, are you okay Johnny .. John___ny?"
0

Life's a .Fantasy
' When I went away last sell}ester on
internship, I was looking forward co
joining the real world for a while. I
was excited to be gettirig experience .
in my future profession. And most of ·

By Francoise von Trapp
all l was sick_ and tired of college life .
0

Now I wish I cou,.ld be a studen t
forever. -i have no idea what I want to
do with my life, and the experience
I got all bur convinced me that I'd never
want to work for a publication once
I graduate:
So what happened? I don't think it
was one thing in particular, but a lot
of little things that made me realize _,,-that reality stinks.
I've h~ard so many people say, "I
can't wait to finish sc;hool and get a
nin~ to five job." The·y figure it will
be nice to have ev:enings free, no more
studying until midnight.
I hated nine to five. I think what
bothered me· most was that I could
never buy stamps. I never had time to
stop _at a post office on the way to work
and 1t was closed before I got there at
night. Thank God for my Bay.Banks
card, or I would have never been able
-to get money either.
Life becomes very rout_ine when you
work nine to five. Up at seven, take
a shower, dress, eat breakfast le-ave
by eight and spend,,. .an hour in 'traffic
to drive 10 miles. Once I was at work
life was ruled by the clock; editorial
meeting at 10:00, lunch 12-12:45, leave
at five and spend another hour·in traffic.
By the time I made and ate dinner it
was too late to do anything else. It did'n't
take long before I knew tht> TV s,hPcl11 IP
for Mqnday to Thursday by heart, and
had my favorite shows. Thursday night
· w~s the best-The Cosby Show , Family
Tres, Cheers, Night Court and sometimes Hill' Street Blues. I knew something was wrong when Thursdays
became the highlight of the week.
Maybe things wouJd 1have been
different if I lived with a friend in
~oston instead of a 73 year old lady
rn Concord, Ma. ~ut to afford Boston 1
I would have had to share a closet in
the Combat Zone and live •on a diet of
puffed rice and Catsup Soup.
No, now that I know what it's like
out there, I'm not in a rush to grow
up and become a responsible adult. The
· fantasy world of academia is much more
~ppealirig. In fact, -I may start looking
rnto grad school and ,prolong the
inevitable.
,

:---------,--------Francoise von Trapp is a senior majoring
in communications.
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pleasure t_O wat~h as to he;r. . - -·as· teaching:. ycLU mak~ so-me- .
_ Ma opened_with J. S. Bach' 5° thing so qciting that peopl~
"Adagio, fr9m Toccata in C
major," foll_owed. by" Shostako- :Vant to work. _So I guess p-ervich_' s "'Sonata for Cello ,anc fotmingisn'tthatdifferentfrom
Piano, Op. 40." He completec. life or teaching."
the first half of the prograpi
- or sensitive movements both
show in Johnson Theater.
Ami Walsh
While packing his tuxedo and
with Debussy's "Sonata for Cello
And indeed, Ma is recognized musicians hunched over their
:_as t Sunday night, while· a ·
music in preparation for
she~t,
:
·
,
Piano."
and
a
with
played
and
instruments
cellists
greatest
"the
of
one
tits
on
s
John·
into
filed
.. ,wd swiftly
After intermissjon,· Ma dis-~: hi·s performance on Monday
, iil'.~lter and eagerly claimed .tlive----s::_one of the most exciting touching-passipn. .
played his technical excellence! night in Portland, a UNH cello
:nusicians of our time," accord- ' Passionate aptly describes
; :l.'tr s-eats, two students sat in:
in the music of Franck's "Sonata student came to the door for an
Ma's personal performance.
, i,c back row waiting for the i :ng to Benjamin Zander, con. . a{iwgraph. Ma talked casually .
in A major.''
with his
·rocking
and
Swayi·ng
PhilharBoston
the
of
ucror
;
_
· : crturmance to begi.n.
1
The show was scheduled to about his performance and cello, he often looked not at the
·1 cruess this guy's supposed ·,,1,H11c.
lr did not require a sophis- · sheet music ori the stand to his . close with the Fr~nck sonata but:· invited the student to play on the best cellist in the
tu
an appreciative ~rowd clapped·_ his cello-a 1972 Stradivarius
~11..:~1red musical ear to appreciate · left but somewhere over h1s
world," o~e student said.
the musicians back on stage for loaned to him by Jacqueline'. du
Ma's beautifol performance. His . right shoulder. When he came
"WhaC:s his name?"
.rdne had a mellow, wdarm glowh-, across especially challenging · three additional short pieces. · Pre.
"Yo-Yo Ma."
·
·
After which; Ma and Zander
On September 21, as part of , --perfectly even an smoot ·-. movements his eyes would close,
received a standir:ig ovation arid.,,' - ' 'Play, go ahead," Ma said as,,...
·- his _head would toss back and
rhe September Arts Festival •throughout.
ca~ne out for a frnal bow then : he handed over the instrument.
The pianist, :'?atricia Zan~er, his face ~o~ld grimace as he
UNH _Ceiebrity Series, c_e llist
. The student stared at the cello
· .
exite~ stag_e left. .
Yo-Yo Ma gave an engaging JM)layeDd e~presively a lo~gsi~e , 'tr~d_his fmhgers up and dohwn
Inside his dressing room afrei-_ in apparent a·we.
performance during a sold-out ' a. urrng especia 11y e ectnc: t 1e stnngs. e was as muc a
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- ' the .show, someone asked Ma.
"How do you feel after a per"You really have to. If you
formance like that?"
"Much better," he ans~ered. · want to go into another room
Dressed in black and white,:. or whatever, but you absolutely
'
tweed pants, a light blue shirt, 1 have to."·
attention
his
turned
then
Ma
paisely tie and a navy blue ,
sportcoat, he looked younger -, roward his Sunday night perthan his 31 years. A_nd although - formance.
he has been playing the cello
in front of audiences since the
"In the second half of the
age of five, no performance is
progra~n I had a much better
·ever rou_rine accordirig to Ma.
"I think the reason for giving sen-s-e of awareness. You're
a performance is because you always trying to go for real
have something to_say," Ma said communication with the au- ·
while slipping a case cover over dience-whether they_ trust you
and trust them-unttl you can _
his cello.
"If you say the same thing __.::rel~x and s_p,eak /reel~. It's like ,
night after night that's bo-r ing ~,:.;you re relaxmg with fneqds, yo4so you have to change. It's · _kno~them~,nd ·somehowyou_
_
always scary to ch-qnge and to . can Just flow.
g-row because you don't know
After packing his clothes and .
what you're changing into. But
cello, Ma was escorted out of without changing you become
static and so the whole idea of Paul_Creative Arts leaving behind · in his wake memories of
performing becomes boring. As
much as it's scary I hope I always . his exquisite sweet-toned play.
iii
l
have the rnurage to change and _Ma was going home to his wife,
Jill Horner, and his two children
'
to grow·"
''I've also promised myself . ages, 3½ and 12 months: returnif I ever stop caring I'll stop ing to a house filled with the
playing, You can't make some- . sound, as he said, of his two
body else interested in what you "screaming kids."
ST 57TH STA~E'r
-~ -- ICM ARTISTS LTD., 40
8@~ NEW YOl'IK. NEW YOAK •0019
do unless you're totally fasci.
AR'l'IIIT8 212-558-5600
~
nated by it. It's th_e same idea ·

b:

E
.
W

,,..~fllf:J/'n-«!

~~AOCPC.,."'I'~

troopers ( they know you' re not he used to have in die fall while
going anywhere now, so why his father raked leaves. He loved
should they rush?). He also likes to play in the backyard and jump
to remind people about things merrily ·into the piles of leaves.
which they should never im- Odly _when he was ro~li~g
agine in a million<years like the around trying to extinguish the
thought of your naked grand- fames did he notice that his.mother being spanked by Mi<;k-- .father was burning !he leaves.
,ey Mouse. Anyone who went to .
He was constantly tryin,gto ·
.-~~~"."""".~".'.".'."" '~~--,~~~~~-~-------- -- the show will have this picture .
firmly implanted in their cranial pick up some of the lot sexy _
passages. Tony V. can be seen mamas in the audience, but to
regularly at Boston'.s ·comedy 'no avail. Perhaps they were put
Connection and will soon be off by his physical fea_tures
featured in an HBO 'special on which he believes resemble
Boston comedians along with those of ah emu (Emo-Emu).
Or perhaps they were too maSteven W ri~ht and others.
Time was barely permitted ture for his •wildly creative
to check for damage to the childlike m1micky whines, "You
stomach muscles from excessive can't do that because I'm better
laughter when Emo hit the · than you," was portrayed with
stage. ~y sizing up his bizarre infantile shoulder wagging and
costume, one could tell that all arm flailing. All this and he
present were in for a-special juggles well also.
night. The yellow ripped bag
lady garb accentuated his height · -The only conclusion from this
and intentionally sloppy stage spectacular show is that Emo
entrance. After a few hilarious, Philj_ps sh~uld be a household
wordless, exasperated minutes, name. His delivery and content
Emo was able to gre~f the are funny and·unique enough
to match joke for joke with the
audience and the pace was set.
_of .the stand up comedians;"'
best
The delivery is fast and the
punchline often. unexpected. · plus, he doesn't have to resort
This. is not to say the words to obscenities · to get a good
quickly, for often his speech was laugh. Not that he's ready for
executed excruciatingly slowly, daytimnetevision, but he keeps
but to the proper effect. If you the_swearing to a minimum. .,..
for a moment you forgot that
More than ra ·laugh a minute
you were ata_comedy sh?w, _yo_u for a solid · two hours and a
might at first be sucked mto his reoccuring humorous thoughts
seemingly sane stories. Then are the welcome end results of
. he hits you with the genius the Emo Philips/Tony V. show.
- comedic twist .
. Both of these comedians are
As an example, his opening must sees for anyone into starid
,
· number told the story of the fun -up comedy.

Emo & ·Co. search for
hot mamas
By Arthur Lizie
Some things are worth a long
wait: a _hearty _meal after a
painful period of dieting; the
joyous birth of a long awaited
baby, and an Emo Philips performance. Emo's second of two
shows in the Granite State
Room of the MUB was delayed
over half an hour be-c ause of
technical difficulties;but the
delay was a small price to pay
for the barrage of chuckles
ahead. Both he and Boston's
Tony V., the opening act, entertained, provoked and amused
the highly receptive members
of the. sparsely-- -a- ttended Satu_r. .
day night show.
Tony V. hit the stage appearing as a cool grandfatherly
Wolfman Jack decked out in a£?, ·
overly large~ off-patterned
button-down sweater'. He kept
the audience in the proverbial
stiu:hes, especially one giggly
individual -named Hea~her, with
his toned down San Kinison ,
style of humor. His topics
ranged from his favorite subject,
disasters (Chernobyl: oops!
Someone left the door open!) .
. to game hunters (guys named
- Earl . with · orange hats and
flannel shirts) to pesky state
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·W eaver shine s in Alien s

i
I

By Pano Brooks
Twentieth Century Fox pres. enr~ ~i Bn~ndywine producrio(l
of a James Cameron Film.
"A Liens", is a roller coaster ride
that keeps you 1 on the edge ui
yo u/ se~t, Ltntil the. final credi,ts
rolL
A.liens was direeted skillfully
by J2ames Cameron. Sigourney
We"~1ver again plays the sole
s u rvivor of the space ship
- N ()itromos. As Ripley she must
on6·e again confront the night mafish aliens that she encoun ter~d in the movie A lien. ·
After contact with a colonyof "term-formers" is lost Ripley
is ~1skeJ ro advise a gro up of
space marines and a yuppie __

company representat1ve on a
as l~e putls out .a shot g~n: "I
trip ro th e colony. An enticelike ro keep this for close
menr of a return o-f herJ}ight _· ern,:ounrers."
sta tus lures Rip le y ro 'retur'n, : Weaver made ,"Rambo'' look
but she a lso realizes th at she like a wimp in this sequel ro the
must confront her nightmares.
_Rid ley Scot t filrn A li en . Her
The space marines, led by a s t rong performance made this
green lieurnoanr, find the space one of the biggest . hits this 1.
co lony deserted. They ''crack the s umrn'er·. Unlike most sequels
colonist right iqco the middle _ which are made to milk some
of rbe Alien's nest. During the . more money our _o f the· pub lic,.
rest of the movie the re is non- · th is 1J1ovie was rriade t'o sra'n d
stop-, breath -h olding action as · 011 it s own. Ir is as good as, if
-the A liens go on attack.
,., ·
nor better than the original.
Mic ha el Biehn, who starred
In the . final (onfrontation
the massive hit "The Tetmi- w ith the Queen b f the Aliens,
naror," plays,, cl1e role of Cor - Weaver proves that "This tirrie
poral Hicks. In the middle of it's w;:r."'
the nes t .he tells a fellow marine

in

.. .Depository libraries ...
•y

~

T~e swell guys from Aviator, to be ruthlessly reviwed nex ( '~
is_sue, along with the new Talking Heads disc.
'

Your Source

Of

Government
·Information

·,.

Our Cities.
Our Oceans.
/

I

,

Information from the Federal Government-on subjects·
ranging from agriculture to zoology· is available at more
than t,380 Depository libraries throughout the United States.
These libraries allow you free access to thousands,.
of p~blications issued by your Government and connect you
to a variety of infonnation re~ources to help answer your
questions.
·. To locate the Depository Library in your area, contact your _local library or write to the Federal Depository library
Program, Offic~of the Public Printer, Washington, DC 20401.

I

•

·

·Our Trees.
OurToWllS.
Our Forests.
Our Rivers.
Our·Air. , Our Mountains.
Our Plants.
Our Fishes.
·Cmr Streams.
''Our Deserts.
Our Lakes. - ·
Our Tomorrows.

Give a hoot.·
Don't pollute.
Forest Service, :u.S.D.A. r8

The-Federal Depository Library Program
.

.

.

This program is supportes by The Advertising Council and is a public service of this publication.
\

.
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Each additional
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A_~OUITT ENCLOSED:.

·· · Adverti!ler~• name:
Address: ~ .
Phoi\e: \ · · . ·_

Send the ··
.· .award-winning
New Hampshire

to Mom and Dodi
They cried when they d r.opped you off at UNH, but
they can stnl Keep in to Lich with -a s u b_sc ript ion to

,

The New Hampshire
• scores & p·ictures of garlles

• cam·pus -new~ . _
.
- • arts & features ,
-• current -issues at UNH --• c·1assifieds
• e e e . e •• e .- •
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LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
, .. OPEN RUSH . -~ .
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· •TU ES. Sept. 23
· 8~10 pm .·· ·
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THE UNITED·CAMPUS MIN-ISTRY
PROGRAM 86-87
LIFE AT WA YSMEET
WA YSMEET is located at 15 Mill Road-across from parking lot C. ·
HOUSE CHURCH/Wednesdays at 8:00 pm
House Church is a weekly gathering for informal, contemporarv worship. In silence, song, Word. and Sacrament we celebrate
· our faith and hope for the world. Persons are invited to share their gifts and tal~nts. ·
/
;
, .....,
.
FELLOWSHIP GATHERING/Fridays at 6:00 prn
WAYSMEET is open each Friday evening for fellowship. A supper i-s shar-ed for -the nominal cost of $2.00 or folks bring potluck,
whichever is e.asi'er. followin·g supper there is time to share in a variety , -o{~ctivities including singing, games, videos, and
discussions. Often someoneifrom the community or a guest will be asked to present program on a special topic of concern
·
and interest. ·
"CHRISTIAN WITNESSES IN NICARAGUA"
D~v id G rainger- on h is visit in July with La lgl~sia de Cristo de Nicaragua

Octobe r 10
Oc1obo2 r 17

Kristy Markey on her month in Nicaragua with the' World.Student Christian Federatic;m

Ocrober 24

Ash Eames o n the student Witness for Peace program sche~uled for December 31 '. January 13 in Nicaragua.

BIBLE STUDY Sundays at 7:00 pm or Tuesdays at 12:30 pm ·
The KERYGMA program is a thematic and in-d~pth stwdy of the Bible designed for persons interested-in learning about the
_Bible and its comtemporary meaning and significance. Each student will have use of a resource book. The weekly sessions
.
will be led b'?" David Grainger. 1 opicdor the-- s emester are:
lntroducrion
P-art One
Parr Two
Part Three

The Bible as a Whole
What is the Bible·,
How Did We Get the: Bib!.,e
How to Stud,• 1h2 BitJ!e?

Theme One
Part One
Part Two
Part Three
Part Four ·

God Saves the Peopie
The_Exodus: Pat tern 01 God 's Saving Acts
Deliverance aitey .the Exodus
God's Saving Act in Jesu_s Christ
Deliverance oi the Church

Theme Two
Part One Part Two

God is Faithful to the People
Promise and Covenant: the Old Testament
Promise and Covena~t: rhe·New Testament

·~EA!IGMA

INTRODUCTORY SESSIONS WILL BE HELD SUNDA_Y, SEPTEMBER 21 and TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23 AT
·,
· WAYSMEET.
WEEKEND RETREAT September, 26-8,"A SPIRITUALITY CALLED COMPASSION" M":redith NH Fee: $25.00
The retreat program draws the insights bf the -crea.t ion-centered spirituality movement. It celebrates the organic wholeness
of thecre~tion and explores new ways of knowing God, the world, and ourselves. Retreats provide a special occasion for students
to make new friendships, explo~e issues of faith and life and enjoy re-creation and relaxation, in a beautiful and nature setting.__ _
Transport.~tion·is provided. _Departure is at 6:00 pm on Friday and return is -late Stmday afterhobri~Pick:' up 'registra'tion;.forrfis- ji, :.
at the Campus Ministry office in Wolff House or at WAYSMEET.

The Bible is a pilgrim wandering through history to merge past and present. Composed o{ diverse traditions that span centuries,
it embraces claims and counterclaims in witness to the cornplexities and ambiguities of existence. Similarly, it engages struggles _
and perplexities outside itself to generate varied applications through the ages.
from God and the Rhetoric of Sexuality

-;

by Phyllis Trible

....................................

UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT OF NEW ENGLAND
"BUILDING BRIDGES: CARING ABOUT THE GLOBAL VILLAGE"
NovemJ:,er 7-8 UNH
Since 1934 the University Christian Movement of New England has enabled university relat;d Christians to me~t together, learn,
worship, and act on behalf of the Gospel command for' peace with justice.' Through UCM-NE students can participate in other
national and international ecumenical organizations like the National Ecumenical Student Conference and the World Student Christian Federation.

FAST FOR A WORLD HARVEST
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER_20
This annual Fast supports the work of Oxfam America. Oxfam Americais a nonprofit, international agency that funds self-help
development projects and disaster relief in poor c;:ouritries in Africa, Asia and Latin America_;' and also pr~pares a'nd dist.ributes
educational materials for Americans ·on iss~es of development and hungec Last year 450 campuses joined in the Fast. Participants
in the Fast contribute the money saved by fasting fo a rneal or the day. Related programs will be held in the MUB along with
a break-fast celebration. you want to "help to organize the Fast, contact the Campus Ministry Office. We need you.

Ai".!t.~, -

f..atfi,1-A\Vdliil tt.ryAl

·•~~···························~······
· The United Campus Ministry is a cooperative ministry supported by the United Church of Christ, ,Unit~d Methodist Church, _-··
Americc;in Baptist churches USA, Presbyterian -Church (USA), Religious Soci.e ty of Friends and concerned individuals. The ' ·'
·· .director ofthe program is the Reverend David L. Grainger, Chaplain to the University. The office is. in.Wolff-House, 862-1165.
-t
~

-

0,:;__,c.;

Is not this the fast that I choose:
to loose the bonds of wickedness,
to undo the thongs of the yoke,
to let the oppressed go free,
and to break every yoke?
Is it not to· share yom bread with
the hungry,.
and bring the homeless poor into
yc,mr-house ...

Isaiah 58:6-7 -
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(continue.cl from,page 5)
offering them to students. She
· said there is a minimum of"paper-pushin g" -~"These are
responsible positions.They are
, real jobs," Kraus said.
·
"The internships look great
on a resume," Kraus said. "Work
experience really 1increases a
student's value as an employee." '
The informational meeting
for the Washington Internship
program will be at 5 p.m. in ·
McConnell.

(continued from page 11)
•d
h
·. •
"These
sanctions
do
Sanborn sa1 t e· · prov1s10n
·.sanctions.
·
·
not change existing drug
rules
doe·s take a'Yay some el~m~nt they just establish. a set of rule;
of a st udents personal cho1Ce. within the context 6f curr~nt
"If a student does not inform judicial board drug·policies."
Sanborn said he was not
his parents he is in danger of
being suspended," Sanborn said. concerned about Ablondi and
"I don't think suspension is Cerreta's ~elevision interview.
He said his "general feedback
' unreasonable in this case."
According to Sanborn, neith- from his staff has been favor. er he or Haaland felt it was able." Sanborn said the sancneccessary to consult the Stu- tions appear to be successful
dent Senate about the new drug because he has not heard any
widespread negative reaction.

****************************************

BE TTE R OF F
READ

BANNE D BOOK WEEK
CE·L EB-RAT ING THE FREED OM
TO READ
SEPTEMBER 20-27,-1986
SUPPO RT. YOUR RIG-H T TO.
READ .
!

'

.
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_ (contipued from page 4)
and rejuvinating their rahs.
"We' re having a great time," . an open rush at their house:
said one of the, riders. ".Riding
This is only one of the first
around and listening to Sam · rush events which will be taking
Cooke in the sun. ·we should do place over the next few weeks.
this every week."
All fraternities will be having
The event was sucessful, · a variety of rush activities. 1'-heta
according to Blair, wirh·notpnly Chi is planning on things such
pedesfrians getting involved, as a Casino night, and a "Pool ·
but motorists as well, honking raid." Dates and times will be
their horns and gaping at the posted tli'roughout campus. ·
huge float as they rode past.
Lat~r that dav. Theta Chi held

The UNH Society f~r
, Physics Students
invites YOU to its second tne~ting _') _
of the semester for t~e showing of

"The Mechanical Universe"
Today Sept: 23 6pm DeMerritt Hall rm. 303
Refreshmen ts will be served

---·- ------- ----.-~ ------- -

--

We Have

.r'-

OVER 5 00 M OVIE,S!!

Come To The
VIDE O
MOVI E
PA /LA ·CE

Buy.a.banned., book.and -

re~eive .an "I read banned books"
button free
.

~-

The Book & Mus ic
Outl et

OmneMa ll ~
Portsmo uth, N .H~

COMING

$1 MOVI ES

•. . I•

.WITH THIS AD-

·----------------------------

TO ·-PORTLAND!

WITH SPECIAL.GUEST STARS

GaryPuckett

HERMANS

&The Union Gap HE~MITS

$1 6.

TICKETS
SO
ALL SEA TS RESERVED

G~

~
DAVY

JONIS

PfTER

TORK

MICKY

DOUNZ

Cumberland County
Civic ~Center ···
Tickets available at all Ticketron locations and the Civic Center Box
Office. To Charge by phone, use VISA or MASTERCARD.

Call 207 /775-3458

in the -campus game center
38 ·Main St. Durham
868-1606 ·
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..,I - SENATE-

COMICS

·

(continued frotn page 1)

MOTHER GOOSE -& GRIM.M

by Mike Peters

senators on the ballot were ·
elected into the five spotsavailable. They include Edmund
McCabe, Robert Weyersberg,
Nancy Craig, Charles Jones, and
Debra Bernard.
Laura Bates, one of vote .
counters, cited voter apathy for
the low voter turnout, but
President Jay Ablondi wa,s not
as : ,_arsh. He ·said the election
was not attention grabbing
because it dealt with only one
real contest, the Greek seat:
- "This is also the Jirst time .
the election was not in. accordan<;:e with the president and
vice-president election," hesa~d;

'~
r .~

-

.

. · Durham Bike·

EO ✓ t' M. AFl2A\D ,
oF EU/ZOPE.. AT
ANV GtVEtJ MOMENT,

'love: VACATION.
CoUW 6E RVINED

BY A
Oil A

PIC1'PoC/lEf

BIKER SUPPLY
- SOURCE

I

At.le'. ™12oVG-

S'CENIC _

f'IJ JEfl f
,NST€,AD

VIEW
AHEAD

IS

500
FT

E

c~~AP PLAlTIC

l-tl'E' W€Al21N
A HEA08AN
AIJl>·A IlEE'lft
DENIM JAC

FALL Bicycle SALE
Reg SALE
Nishiki
. Sport
$270 · $229 ~ \
Olympic Racing $325 $295

,.IS lHAT A M
WAN Oil.

f'tPtOIIOtJ .' !

Mountain Bikes Arroyo
$325
$269
Colorado
$375 · $.'325 .
Gresta
$460 $395 _
-Cannondale, Gita,' Bellweather
Tights 20% to 50% off.

. Trade-Ins Accepted
Repairs .And Service For
All Makes · .
1 Day Service

by Berke Breathed.

BLOOM .COUNTY
M/t0,,.1!10<6'5 II
PKOP/.6M. I ~££~/7
MY~/..F IICK05~

Blt.l 1lle CIIT
W/15 Hl!?!NG SOMfWll~K&
IN 1H€ 1/fltiffJKTef?.

1ll&" t/181WIIY.

5MOK/NG II C!GIIK&-rr-£,'.,

.

I

\

19 Jenkins Court
Durham, N.H.

I 17-IINK OUK CltVA
MOUC{lt€S W&K&' &OOP
~IXW. IM llff(fl/1? H€111/6NS,..
iM 5tl/WtY rr/Kl'IIN& W/1111'5
/N10 II' Cl1r.
111/ff!NING

'

ON€COPY
Or ''€BONY."
Ft.&A6€ . '

W6/U!

I

HOURS:.
Monday' - Friday 9-5 ,
Saturday 9-12

"'

. 868-5634

I
The 110 th

DEERFIELD
f~IU
r a I'The Family
.Fair®
,

Sept.25, 26, 27 , 28

ANDEVSN 9™1NG.5 OUT.

GENERAL ADMISSION : $4.00
Children 12 and Under Free

.DEERFIELD, NH 0 3037
A sma ll tawn co untry setti ng-

Route 4 or 101 to Deerfield,

-Come Visit Us and Enjoy
a Great Country Fair
FREE PARKING _
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CLASSIFIED
Babysitter wanted: MWF 1 :00~3:00 (approx.), 017 3 year old poy'•during nap. 2 rniles
from MUB on Madbury Rd. (K-Va,n route) .
Gall Kevin or Francoise at 742 -7135
"WANTED: 2 people. to .share spacious 4
bedroom house in Harrpton, 2 full bath,
turni ~•ned, fi_replace, parl<i Ag $1-9,0/month ·
plus utili,ties ._ Joey or Kelly 926-9895
Dove.r N.H.:--One bedr,oom co'ndo, Cocheoo Court, Imac. Er.id unit first floor. A/C ,
w/w carpeting , storage, fully applia~ced,
kitchen, vvatc·h the beautiful sunsets
through your'sliding glass doors: $40 condo
fee, $52,000 fiir rn. Call collect 617-7457454 .
4 Bearoom apartment in Dover on kariVan. Living room and kithen 700 month.
Call 742- 7908

Help_wa____
,nte___
d ·...--,7 [

Ul

Earn $_,$$ trav~I free, with N~w Eng lands
most .exciting co.- ed French connection,
' line. Represent . parf/time and travel on
our Montreal w,e·_eke.nds '86.' Gall us for
more details at the PT& T Hotline (617)- .
1
938-8839. Cali NOWil
.
WO _RK Sr'LJDY POSITION. ·ClerkReceptionist. M-F Arrange hours between
10:00 a.m. and 2' 00 p.m. Call/vis'it UNH
FIELD EXPERIENCE, Verret,te House Cam pus. 862-1184
F'ROMOTION ASS_ISTANT POSITION,
Assist in promoting the UNrj_,FIELD EXPERIENCE Program. Good writing skills . .
- Contact UNH FIELD EXPERIENCE, Verwtte
House 862-1184.
WQF:iK STUDY POSITION-INTERHOSTEL
PROGRAM. Flexible Hours. clerical duties.
Contact INTERHOSTEL, DCE, VERRETTE
HOUSE. Call 862-1184
,

'ARTISTS WANTED ~or hand-p9 inted t-shity
compan-y. M'ust have ·a.lsJ ility to create
unique~yei"s1mple de§i'g[:!s-. -NGJJixperien t e
necessary.659-7390
- Faculty wife whose h_
u sband will be out
of town during spring_semester, see•ks
female student able to help with care of
three yr. old daughter in return for room
and .board in ' Du rham residence. Close to
. University. Refer~nc es desireable. -Call
11
; 868-7 19(yve,nings.
GREEN ACRES STABl,.ES ·IS HIRING FULL
AND PART TIME HELP NOWI Call 7423377
. NO WORK STUDY REQUIRED: Handi capped Servk:es has immediate openings
for Academic Aid(%,for disable students.
Duties include notetaki ryg for classes;
assistiQQ in lap work an en ibrary research .
$4,00 pe_r·hql,Jr, good GPA re9uired. Confact
Len Lamberti, Dean of Students 'o ffice,
862-2050,or862-2607

THE JAR SIDE

1981 Datsun 310 - Meticulously maintained,
one owner, new muffler , front tires and
brakes, AM/ FM cassette, $3,000 or best
offer. 748 ::-,, 032

ATTENTION S~TDENTSI Ne!:)d help with-.
Ec on 401 or Econ 40 2'? Atte'nd a tutorial
session sponsored by the Undergraduate
Economic Society Wednesday 7-9 p.m.
. - Mee 318 :
_,

Are·you bored on Saturday nights? Here's
· a !=J:reat way to meet people and listen to
some · gop d music·. Become a Niche
Coffeehouse staff member. An information
me,eting will be held.Thursday Sept 35 at

Want to earn $5.0,Q per hr. ?;Work as; a ·
ATT.E.l'HfON ', ALL ·cALCULU~s · I STLJ s 6:0,Gpm i'r:i the Ni~he .(Devine 7L)
perso17al care atteA·oant.No e~19Efr.ie.nc e:/
DENTS: Re'vi~w se'ssion's for.the UAitl exam Ar~ you C6nc~m~d about (:STARWARS",
necessary , flex·ible hr's, ·ea~y wo~k-,' (;j~eat
Explor~ music .Jh_Q1?"A.8Wli) urh.~Al studio,
st art romorrdw and run · fo-r the -ne xt t.~o -the Seabrook Nucl?ar Power Plant, _or th_e
boss. Call Dan at 692-4764, eveni~gs:
' voi,ce, piano, violir.i, re'corde,r;;lute, theory
w,eek,s , Review sessions are M'ond~y.--, arms race? l hen come to an organizational
WaAt to earn extra money? In /rn envir- • ang sightsi.nging, individua( aneJ Glas.qes
Thursday ; at 3 p.m. in Kingsbury M308 ~nd · , m\ ;eting of the Coalition for Disarmament
onment where you.can ·also'study. B~oau,se
for al·I ages - 25 years teaching experienge,
at 7 p.m. in Kingsbury M309. They a~e and Peace on Wednesday, September 24th
of my worl<, I need overnight care on
·call fl.ersis for more information, 659·-27lI1':
offered by the Math department free to all _
at_7~:_
00-'p_m_._T_h_e_S_u_ll_iv_a_n_rn_o_m
~ --M_U_B
_ _~ _
occasion for a 1Oyear old. Tl"le nights wourd
BARTENDI.NG. COURSE ~-Learn _a valuable
Cale I st udents.
K M.C. Thanx for the past few weeks. I have
be Mon. through Thurs. No weekends. Call
skill for fun or_profit. Prepare 1or a gooc;J _
enjoyed bejng with you.tremendously. Love,
THE STOMPERSl!I In thei·r triumphant
433-2050 after 6:00 p.m. ask for Dawn .
pay8iJ,g part- t ime
vacation job . Get
CAM.
return to the MUB PUB. Saturday, Sept.
hands o.~ pr_o fess·ional training behind an
27. Get your tickets early! MLJB TICKET · lJ>: The blonde bombshells strike yet once
actual bar, with lots of prnctice time. It's ·
·OFFICE. again. I don't believe· th~·Eastern Seaboard
ea_sy' anc;J fun our' way ._ Certif.icate awarded.
SIGMA NU FRATERNITY-Catch ·a wa:: has the e'nerg,y. t,o/ ah0ther night with us.
. $chool is li c ensed and is .on UNH Kari Sand, anyonB.n ~and •jn my ears, sand in
Van ,r0ute : Vi·si.tor$ _wel•come. Even ing_.. · ve ... of Unity, Brotherhood, and Enthusiasm.
We' re on a 'roll. C)PEN R•USH- Tonite 9 / 23 . my teeth, sa·nd· i'n e;e fy crevice ,& orack
·class es. ·call cir write for Free Brochure:
imaginable-but it was wq_rth it. TnanlyGod
7-9pm. Refreshments served.
'83 Nissan Sentra, red , clean, 5-speed ,
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL,84 Main
for Mexican pizza and little boys with big
wagon, a/c, AM/FM stereo, firm $2995,
St., Newmarket, NH Tel 659-3718
Kit-thanx 4 all the "talks" this summ·er
. tools.
·
call 868-5393, after 10 p.m., Cynthia, leave
UConn is greatll But I miss u! Luv, So.oli.
name and tel. number
Susa1::11 S-from Sandford Maine! Processed
MPVI Despite a shaky-and occasionally
homogenized real artificial Kraft cheddar
1978 Dodge Challenger- 5-speed, l(B/PS,
teary start, this is going to be a great and
popcorn is -orgasmic! I love stuffing that
AM/FM cassette, no -rust, new paint, runs
FUN ye-ar for that dynamic duo-Mr. Cool
P---'--,-ersonals________,J}[j) _ and Bea,nhead! I just know itl N,p m?-tter sticky yellow st6uff in my m_outh fistful after
great, excellent condition, must seel $1695
Call 335-170·2
, .
who comes in ·or goes out bf your life, I'll -- fistfu\. I think I'm -decidedly a mac'n gac
junky, thanks to you. You'd think we could
always
be ther'e-laughing at your shiny
- '84 Dodge Colt, 4 liter, gray, 48kk mi, 46mpg,
· nose ... l'b cute! l'b cute! Love you always~ at- least' get a little gour'm'et!! Maybe frozen
Who's giving away free backrubs in Hall
hatchback: AM/F,M, excellent condition,
burritos? TuAa Helper??-YUKI! . ·
Jeanne
House? Mark down Monday Oc-totier 13
dependable, $3390 .. 7 49-0021 after 6 p.m.
JAK-Thanks
for taking care .of nie when
as the day you get to RELAX. Show up, kick
DAN-You made my start unforgettable . .
1980 Toyota Corolla SR5, r-eliable, one
I was sick. I'm glad yot:.1're here. Don't worry .
off your shoes, close yoL:Jr- eyes· and ·we'll
You're -.a great friend._You make me so
onwer, only 51' ,000 miles. Sun roof, stereo,
everything wjll w_
ork out. Love you tons!FW
show you how to feel much better. Who
happy. Don't worry about love. M- ,
new radials. $3200 or best offer. 659-5883
needs stres:;;? Fight back and relax.
1.0.W .N.L.-Yes,· j do believe all of our
evenings
IN THE MUBI AND IT'S ON ·SALE! Pick up
.studying should come to a screeching haltHey you P-6 BABES! You're awesom~
a roll or two. 25% off all Fotomat Film: The
Elegar:it Ivory hai t ian wicker sofa-bed
_because we hal(e some celebrating to do .>,,)>
,rooniies! Who would've known? You 'guys
Picture Place, Located in the MUB ne_
xt
(queen size),for sale. Lots bf pillows!! $15Gare great!-Andi
to Cat's Closet. Open M-F 1-0-4. St~rting - ir:ig the land of Denmark. Ye:ehah! (Oh, you .
Cheap. Great shape. Call 659-7) 02 after
DO?)
,Sept. 22 open 11 -5 Mon-Sat. '
Baby love, keep the faith and keep com6:00 p.m.
·
SIGMA
NU FRAJ-ERNITY-Catch a wa.municating. The little one is thinking of you , , SIGMA NU FRATERNITY-Come find out
1969 VW Bug:· recently rebuilt engine, heat
c.an you hear me, i'm here ... Scooter
ve
...
ot
Unity,
Brotfierhood, and Enthusiasm.
what
a
ffaternity
is
supposed
to
be.
What
works, c.assette deck, not much rust, needs
have you got to lose? OPENRUSH Tonite , We'r(;l on a roll i OPEN RUSH Tonit~ 9/23
Shelley, it's greatto talk to you, see ya some
muffler, asking $\000. Call 659-5323
Tuesday 9/23 7-9 pm.
7-9pm Refreshments served.
more I hope? Heather2
evenings.,
0

ot

I..___·

GET IN ON THE ACTLON, while it's on SALE
at The Pictu re Plac,e ALL fotomat film 25% .
off, whil~ s~p.~JJ:J )~.st._b:oca'.e.d ·i~ the ty1UB
next to the--Caf s·C:::::l'Oset. Open M-F 10-4,,
starting Sept. 22. Open M-Sat 11-5
1973\VW Super Beetle. Reb~ilt engine, new
exhaust, recen·t tune-up. Runs excellent.
Sarne rust. $600 negot. 862-2440 .days 4368413 eves. Eileen
1978 HONDA ACCORD, runs well, new
carburator, brake pads, snow tir-es, 2 door,
5 speed, $800 or b~st offer call Chris 8624346. Rm 103

Hey there everyone in the MiniDorms! Who _ PHI KAPPA THETA, recognized as best
has passed their Fire Elrill.,.or rather who 's . overall chapter by National Fraternityflunked lately? Capt. Coty is ,@oirig to give / FINAL OP,EN RUSH Thursday 8 _1 O pm,
us? fe w <;:lues about ho_w :to ·g•e,t a'lomg \ Nith
Hot.1se _cof)s!ructiqn site.
his drill personnel and how to best make
RUSH PHI KAPPA THETA THURSDAY 8 _
them happy so they'll pass us. Be in the
10 PM See why we received the .highest
honor by our National Fr; ternity. The
Hall House Upper ·Lounge Oct: 1 at 7 :00
a nd learn
·
Founders Cup.
·
·
Babysitter w 9.nted: MWF 1 :00-3:00 (approx.), one 3 year old boy duiring nap. 2
miles from MUB on Madbury .Rd. (K-Van
route). Call Kevin or Francqise at 742-7 135

Skinhead- Yo,u're getting hair. Yeahl!II I
had ci fun time.this weekend. Watching your
10 SPEED BIKE: i Boy's G'rand Tour If,
mother do the Charleston was a riotll! Hugs
excellent condition reason for selling: -it's
and Love from N02
too big for me. $125 call Kim 868-1976
1978 Toyota Corona Stationwagon 5 ···· Denise- How are you doing? Long t ime
speed, AM/ FM. One owner. Runs we IL
no see_. Catch f9U later. Love N02
$350 or best offer. Call 659.~5273.

Jeff- Hi greeneye's. See ya soon. Love N02

Bicycle tune-Lip_c:;l'in,ic Thursday, e·vening
5-6 . Register at [)urh ? m , bike shop, 19
Jenkins Ct. Durham 868-5634.
·

Helle) to Hall House fro~ guess who ?2

By GARY' LARSON
©1986 Universal Press Syndicate ·

/

Bye··till next week·.. As the paper 'turns so
do the turmoils o f our dorm .... N0,2 (just
kidding)
..
HOVf ca~ you pass up the chance Go see
John Magnusum, Adam BlaGk, Good Stuff,
· Short Notice and Stacy & Elaine? Thats
right ,,,y ou can't! So we_'II be expecting at
the .Catholic Stude_nt Center on Friday at
8:00. Free Refreshments and admission.
Be there!
Craving good food at great' prices? Try
· BenjamiJl's "All You Can Eat" Brunch for
only $5.95. Now SATURDAYS and SUN1DAYS.
The Laugh is on you if you d_
on't show up
at Benjamin's for Comedy Night on Wed- .
nesda:y. Doors Opefl §PM.

KirS t en-Here's your personal. Keep you
wi nd ows closed .. .We don't need another
1
crisis Take care of Albi! Ding, Mis & Kel
·Mike-Nine months-who would ever-oelie~e
it? it's been a great three quarters a year.
_L_ov_e_-_
K_el_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
C , M.P. & C the Toucan longs for yourr
presence! The damn bird won't eat until

of

E·veryone welcome for activity, friends, , he sees you! Come down soon! Al
and prayer. Come 'Wednesday at 7:00. To
If You Arp Forced To Have Sex, Sexually
the Catholic Student Orgaiiization meeting
Assaulted, or Raped and Would Like to Ta,lk
in the. Catholic Student Center.
- To a Woman Who Has Been Trained To
PHI KAPPA THiETA FINAL OPEN RUS-H
Thursday September 25th at HOU'se C~Astruction Site 'behi,n dStoke Hall 8-1 o pm

Help l,Q Th9;e Situations. Call 862-1~12
,..D ay or Night .and A:,k for a Rape Crisis
· C_ou_n_s_e_lo_r_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Buildjng .on a Brothe.rho0d-Phi K.appa
Theta-Final 0p(3n Ru.sh, Thursday Sep- tember .25th, 8-1 Opm at House Construction Site,

_ADOPTION: We' re a loving happily married
couple, aca~emic physician and psychologist. Eager to a,dopt white newborn.
Confidential. Call cqllect ?12-724-7942.

Do y6u know what you're d; ing this· Friday
night? You got it, you'll be down a,t the
Catholic Student Center listening to great
tunes performed by popular coffeehouse
artists. Free refreshments,' admission 8:00 .
pm BeTherel
There are Brotherhoods ... then there's PHI
KAP.PA THETA. Final Open Rush HiL:Jrsday
8-10 pm. House Construction Site. The
Word is getting around ..
Corrie Usten _to yo·ur favorite coffeehouse
perf\:JrlTl all gathereeJ together in one place,
one night. That's right this Friday at 8:00
at the Catholic Studen,t Cer:iter. Free
refreshments and admission. Be There!
Every Wednesday night is Comedy Night
at Benjamin's. Doors Open 9pm. Boston 's
Best Comedians Will be There, Will You?

THE LAST Hl:JR~AH . Con$ignment shop.
Vintage, clothing & jewelry·, used clothing,
collectibles e'tc. 9 Main Street Dover, NH .
749-29,30
Explore Music in my new Durham studio.
Voice, piano, violin, recorder, lute, theory
and sightsin ging-i,ndividual and classes
for all ages-25 years teaching experience.
, Call Persis Ensor for more information . 6Q3659-2721
AUDITIONS, AUDITIONS, AUDITIONS .for
the NH NOTABLES , UN._H's female a
capella group . ··1nfo · meeting Sunday ,
Sept.21. Contact Colleen 868-5527 . .
SIGMA NU FRATERN•I TY-\/isit the hottest
house on campus. MAKE IT HAPPENmake something of yourself. OPENRUSH
Tbnite Tuesday 9/23 ,7-9pm
Maybe you· wciuld like to sing with the NH
Notables!F fhen come to the info meeting
Sept 21 7:30 PCAC
Do you ,like different styles of music, goo·d
food and great atmosphere. Join the Niche
Coffeehouse Staff. An informational meetin§ will be- held Thursday Sept. 25 at 6:00 .
pm in the Niche (Devine 7L).
ATTENTION STUDENTS! Need help with
Econ 401 or Econ 402? Attend a tutorial
session sponsored by the Undergr_aduate
Economic Society Wednesda >,".--7-9 p.m . , -r""
- Mee 3ts
SIGMA NU FRATERNITY-Visit the hottest
house on campus. MAKE IT HAPPENMake something of yourself. OPEN RUSH
Tonite Tuesday 9/23 7s9pm

"Well, wouldn't you know it - we've come
all this way to our favorite beach and
someone's strung chicken wire around'it."

Pid you enjoy the Niche last year? Well
give us a helping hand this ye,ar by joining
_our Niche Coffeehouse Staff. An informational meeting will be held Thursday Sept
25 at 6:00 pm in the Niche (Devine 7L)
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Variety '-Of Routines
I~tere~ting New Friends
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$3:55 an hour . to start'.
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LOAN DESK, OR CALL 862~1534 FOR APPOINTMENT. _
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We all have times when life brings us.
We fee/ sad1
We fee/ mad.,
or'angry., crossed.,
depressed pr perplexed...
And we don't know where to turn.~. ·
And only if we could talk to some.one.
· Som'e one who listens.,
_so-meone ~ho cares.
som€one our own age who can re/ate
to ·the problems that affect us all
: from time to ·t ime ... _
·
·
Well w9uldn:t you know?
Help is just a\ phof!e ca// away.

Bill Staine
New England's ·
··· Only Cowboy
\

Ev~~1t

e,ve~~,j,\,~ --{~o~ <-6

tr-~

"le- ·

-~
./

8-:00-11 p.m. · ·
Devine Room 7L
,$1.00 Admissi9n
~

Ref reshm-ents ·sold

.

.

'
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_• · Z--24 J Series
. • AT---Compaiible
• 80286 Processor
• 512K .. RAM
Mhz Clock· .
. • Single 1.2MB Floppy ·
.
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• 20 MB Winchester
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Desktop PC
256K RAM
E·xpandable to 640K
8 Mhz Clock Switchable
Dual 5 ' 4" Drives
e ,OR: 2Q ~B WiAc tlester

. ::.· fr~m
-~
•
·-•
.•
•
.-•

/

Also: ✓
See the new
2181 portable
computer with
3½" -drives~

THESE PRICES NOT
COMMERCIALLY
. AVAILABLE

•·
. ·•
•
•
•
•

. • ZF-171-42
15 lb. Portable
LCD Backlit Display
256K RAM
Expandable to 640K
Du~I 5 ¼" Disk Dri~es
AC Power Adapter

$999

I
I
I

THE NAM.E GOES ON .

IBM P.C.,
COMPATIBLE
MICRO·COMPUTERS
,f

'

$999/

• Z F- 1 4 8 - 4 2 ·, _,
256.K RAM
Exp•an-dable to 640K
8 Mihl" Cloc k Switchable .
~
Dual
5· /' Q.n~~s :
.
ZVM-l-22.0 or ZVM-1230 ·M oni tor
256K .Mernory Upgrade
(for· a sys te m to ta l of 512 K RAM)

'

,

._

.

, $99.9

DO'N ' T MISS IT!l
v

For more informatio·n
'please contact:
Zenith DataSystems.
6 Courthot.6el. ane·_
BuildingB
Chelmsford, MA 01824
(617)454-8070

.zenith Data Systems offers a family of products that are
compatible· not only w ith the industry standard, but within the ZDS family itself.
From·a 15 lb. Portable, to an entry level desktop, to a multiuser AT compatible,
Zenith Data Systems offors ypu pc Compatibility and much more.
·
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X-coUfitry:men place fourth ... ~~ And so do womeri
talented as Providence and NU. There is n.o thing wrong with
a fourth place finish against this kind of competition.
..
The -'C~ts .did what t:hey _,
· · wanted, an_d raff well as .a team.

meet . against two teafr!s as

slots .with times of 27: 11 and
27:18. 1
.
.
- The cool and comfortable_
weather was much fuore con- .
dusive .to good t,i mes than the
•.humidity of a week ago.
.. ,
The men will continue their
tough schedule with 'another
qua,d meet agains~ Bowdoin,
Colby. and Southern Maine Saturday in Maine. While the tough
.schedule Boulanger picks for
his team might not produce. a
winning record, it d.oes let the
boys compete against some o·f
the best competition in the
country and gives them excellent training for the New Englands.
In other notes, there will be
, an O!_ganizational meeting for
. men's indoor and outdoor track
Wednesday, Septemer 25 at 7:00 ,
p.m. in Room 38 of the Field
House.

,.,.,.,.,.,,,.,.,.,.,❖•❖
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They came in at the 30_and 31

- - - - - - -BIG WIN- - - <continued--from page .32)

possession of the game. On a·
fourth and one from the UNH
There was no~.more _scoring 2-yard line Mancini chose to
until Braune also caught a 46- execute the keeper play. Bodies
yard pass at the BlJ 10, s.etting- tangled and the referees 'l:?,esup a neat 6-yard touchdown toss itated -before deciding that the ·
from Jean to Olds at 7:33 of the _ play had gained nothing. The ~bird quarter. This mac;le it 20- - surprising thing is that the yard
9 Wildcats. The extra: point measu.res were not even brought
~hempt was then botched due out, which miffed Coach Stetto a bad snap. The thii-d quarter . son. ·" They claimed _we lost
.ended with BU ca.mped.at the yardage-You tell me, I don't
UNH 49 yard l ine.
:.
know."
·
half_ en4ed.

Manc'ini completed a 24~yard
_ Jean we_nt 13 of 35 for a
pass . to Gadbois (8 catches, 13 3
. yds.) to start the final frame. career-bes-t of 299 yards. Even-· On a third and ten from the . though he threw two intercepUNH 25 yard lirie~Bill O'Malley . t _ions, Bowes was ecstatic with
greeted Mancini--with a 7-yard_ r his young quarterback's. poise _
loss, as UNH "took over on under pressure. "Bobby has been making the big plays when we
dow1i3J, ~
need.them the most. He's .going
Taking over at his own 33, to make me go bald someday,
Jean completed passes to Btaune the way he throws -:-t o the wrong Bobby Jean passed .for 299yards on Satu.rday,. despite rainy playing conditions.(Ronit Larone
(16 yds.), Olds (14 yds.) and , receivers sometimes. but he just . photo)
.
Spittel (40 yds.) to bring UN!:I ,. bounces right bad~.. That's the .
conference, but 2-1 overalL They · day to tangle with the Big Green
to, the .BU 4. Smartly, Jea_n ·. sign of the good quarterback." · does have a .great team. They've. journey to Hanover this Satur- of Dartmouth.
got the fl~et-footed receivers, .
marched wide right for the TD .
the running backs and a good ..
that put the final _nail in BU;s
quarterback." Stetson also concoffin. Facey had his extra point
Stetson, who incidentally fessed that he had his defense
attempt blocked and the score
began his coaching career here key on Curtis Olds too much at was 26-9.
·
at UNH as the offensive back- ,times, leaving the field open for
"'""· The controversial play of the field coach in '75 praise_d the Braune and Spittel to roam. .
game came ·on what .eventually Wildcats: "Although we certainBy Paul Tolme ·
two doubleheaders this weeturned out to be BU's t~~t ly di~n't play our best, UNH
UNH is now 2-0 rn the
The UNH fall baseball sea.: kend, and Coriner hopes for fan
son, a tirrie for f r eshmen and support. The Wildcats face New
. new try-outs to vie foi: a few Ha-rripshire College twice startselect positions on the spring ing at noon on saturday, and St.
team, is well underway and . Joseph's twice at noorr on Sun(continued from page 32)
UNH boasts a 4-0 record.
day.
as u ·NH fired eigh t, shots in of coaching.
a loose ball and carried it down
The fall season, akin to pro
"UConn was opportunistic- the . right wing. She broke - baseball's spr,.ing season, does
these 12 minutes. The Huskies'
goalie kept the score at 0-0, in the, first half," said Didio . through every defense that tried not count towards teams' regthough.
·
·
"They had the opportunity to to stop her and got a beall:tiful ular season records.
(continued from page 32)
The Wildcat defense fended - score and they did. We had many cross into the circle and into the
Coach Ted Conner had 60 kids
off a few offensive attacks made opportunities to score and didn- fap of the Huskie defense. · try out~ and has cut this number seven spots held by freshmen,
by the Huskies, but a defensive / 't ... Let's go out there anq be Pauline Collins was there for in half ·over the last four games. his tea·m lacks experience, yet ·
mistake awarded the Huskies opporttini~ts." And that, they the deflection to make the score
"I have a fot good freshmen, has excellent attitude_and desire.
a corner. -The corner was taken did.
2-1,-Wildcats. .
,
but thev are stillfreshmen," said · Berry doesn't like the term
by a confident, number one
An aggressive team pa$sing
The fans were-ecstatic as the Conner noting some inexpe- ·"rebuilding year" and believes
·, team, althou_gh being out- game developed in the second team thought about maintaining rience. "But' there is a lot ot gooct his team has the ·talent to wiri
_ big now.
.
_
played. It ~as shot past Wildcat half. UNH won almost every the lead. UNH had to hold on potential here.".
,, goalie M-ichelle Flannel for a ball, and denied UConn any . for the last ten minutes and they
_ The season lasts until mid- , The leadership of Palumbo
goal. UConn was up, 1-0.
goals while scoring two.
would beat the number one October, at- which time Conner and Seibert and the intensity
UNH refused to be intimiOnce again, Karen Geromini team. Almost unbelievable. As will have a good idea of his of his young players gives the
- ·
:-dated by UConn's goal, and scored the first Wildcats· goal. . unbelievable as the team's play. spring team makeup: Conner team good chemistry.
Today the squad is slated to
continued its outstanding team Geromini took a pass from Lori
· UNH held off UConn' s last is looking to fill some gaps lefr
·. - play, as players supported each Mercier and · shot the ball attacks as the final whistle of by graduating pitchers, and sees battle UVM at home, however
' other and denied the UConn ~hrough a jumbled UConn de~ this dramatic contest blew. All some promisir:ig freshmen. Only poor weather conditions could
offense of many opportunities.
fense. The shot hit the back ·who witne~sed this contest Tom Charbono,Joe Teixeira and , lead to cancellation of the match.
The half ended with UConn board of the cage to tie the scare, · echoed that it was a total team Rick Stab~. retu~n to the mound If it is played, UVM will be a
very toti-g h oppo·nent as they _
·"ahead 1-0, as UNH's attacks and start .a new game.
effort. It too~ determination and ~ from last season's squad.
came up fruitless. ·
- ,
After this goal, UNH knew hard work in every· area of play
Conner would like five to six ' also swept Maine 9-0.
This weekend the team will ·
During halftime, coach Ma- it could score again, and it would - to beat UConn. The Wildcats good pitchers for his staff that
compete in the ECAC's, a two
risa Didio gave her team this be their game. As before, the epitimized the words "team will boast no senior-s.
<;ompliment: "This is the best Wildcats w~re everywhere; in-:- play" to remain undefeated.
Conner is also looking to fill day meet held 'in-1\lbany. Berry hoc_key I've seen a UNH team tercepting and winning almost
The next home gam~ is today - voids left by graduating first only plans to bring four players
· play- real team hockey." Didio . eve_ry -pass _and loose ball. They at Memorial Field against Holy b~seman Scott Chilson- and but the 'Cats could still shi_ne
has seen many UNH teams play, were incredible.
Cross at 3:00. Come out and UNH's all-time great right · as a team if Palumbo and_Seibert
win hiP and the sin~les players,
as she played here for four years - The second goal sta-rted at watch UNH try to add win five fielder Mike-Shriner.
·
and is now in her fourth year midfield. Peggy Hilinsky won to their record.
·
The baseball team will ·host ~articularly Herlihy, play well.

•••
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Friars prayer s answe red, .as soccer squad . falls
By Paul Tolme
It was one of those mistakes
that nobody blames you for
· committing. For in all eyes, it
could have as easily happened
to anyone of us. ~ut this mistake
probably cost the men's soccer
te~m their game against Prov.
idence College.
This mistake accounted for
the Friar's tying goal in the ir
2-J victory over UNH on Sat- l!_rday.
With UNH leading 1-0 on a
Shawn Day from Scott Brennan
goal, a Providence player gained
control of the ball and sent a
pass down the wing. A Friar ran
the pass down and curled a
spinning crossing pass to the
front of UNH's gqal. Wildcat
defender .Bob· Caldicott tried to
one-time the spinning baH out'"
~f bounds, but it glanced off the
side of his foot and slipped past
UNH goalie Dave Barlow.
Coach Ted Garber was not
The men's soccer team lost a heartbreaker in overtime to Providence Saturday.(Ronit Larone
upset with the loss, and has photo) ·
.,,,, .·
·
·
refused · to make Caldicott the
Friar Karl Anderson broke the when at 77:50 ~sophomore
.
goat. "There was really nothing game.''
the kid .could do;'' lamented
_The game we~t into overtime tie with t,he winning goal and Shawn Day hit net with his first
--._ · goal of the season (only UNH's
made the score 2-1. ·
Garber. ",All it takes is a crazy with the score tied at one. Ten
UNH started the scoring, se·cond goal in three games).
bounce of th,e ball to lose a mint.lt~~ into the extra period,-

The assist came from freshman
midfielder and high school AllAmerican Scott Brennan.
Thirty-five seconds after ,t he
Wildcat goal, the game was
· again knotted, as UNH committed its p'ainful mistake.
Garber was pleased with his _;_
team's c'°"liber of play, noting
the passing and ball control
were crisp and efficient. "We
outplayed them for 75 minutes," ·
he said. "They didn't have a good
shot on goal in that time." ,
It was UNH's best played
game in the past two or three
years, said Garber. This positive
sentiment was echoed by the
Providence' coach, who said
UNH was one of the toughest
New England team's he has
faced this season.
It is obviously frustrating to
lose and go 0-3 after playing so
well. But saturday's game "indicated to me and to the players
that we are a good team," said
Garber.
Barlow ha·d five saves for
UNH, as did Friar goalie Joe
,
Crehan.
the
face
next
Wildcats
The
·
Owls at Keene State, this Wed~ · nesday at '3:00.

1,

Net-w omen skin
lowly. Maine-Bears
-

.

,

By Stephen SJ.mbeleff
The UNH Women's tennis ·
team bounced back from their
.tough defeat at the hands of the
Holy Cross Crusaders l~st Friday
by demolishing a University of
Maine squad that did little more
than sh~w up for the contest . .
The Wildcats whitewashed
the Black Bears 9-.0. UNH not
only conquered every match, but
also took all but one set, that
b_eing the second set of the
number three doubles match.
Furthermore, they won nearly
all sets convincingly. They were
as close .as 6-4 only twice, with
the exception of .the lone Black
.
Bear set triumph.
Ami Walsh kept her individual loss column clean by de.feating her counterpart, Cindy
Sprague, 6-0, 6-1. This was just
a foreshadowing of how the day
would go for both teams.
Jen Radden silenced Maine's
Tammi Fitch 6-ff, 6-0 in _the ·

number two singles slot. At the
third spot, Black Bear Joanne
Ambler was humbled 6-1, 6-1
by the 'Cats Stacy Murgo .
UNH's Liz Lerner, Louise Martin and Sandy Richter (making
her singles competition debut
for the 'Wiidcats) also defeated .
their opponents at singles position four, five and six respec- ·
.
tively.
· In doubles play, it wa_s all
UNH again. Amy Brodsky and
Laura Hebert upped their doubles records to 2-0 as they
frustrated their opponents. 63, 6-1. Deb Rothstein and Kathy _
Greland teamed up to foil
Joanne Ambler and Ellie Brady
6-4, 6-1. Finally, Jane Stewart
and [aurie Azevedo made their
. first start together as a doubles
duo, a successful one, as they
scored a victory at third doubles
Kwomen'·s tennis team member during match play ·versus Maine.(Marcy Myler photo) ,
by the score of 6-3, 3-6, 6-2. ~
With th'e thrashing, Coach
McCurdy's squad raised its re_cord to two wins and one loss.

BU
to
PU
says
squad
r
Socce
Men's tennis team
backh ands Bears
By Rich Finnegan
The men's tennis team
bounced back from their heart- .
breaking loss to U~ass by
crushing UMaine at Orono last
Friday. The 'Cats swept .the
Bears, winning every match. , Freshm_an Shawn Herlihf ~
,,, opened with a 6-4, 6-0 win in
f~rst singles. Coach Bob Berry
srngle1 out Herlihy as a truly
except10nal player. The gifted
freshman from Winchester
opened the seasori at second
singles, but after Berry saw him
crush his opponent 6-0 6-1 he
, knew Herlihy ·belonged at 'rhe
f
· .
top.
Herlihy teamed with another ,
freshman; Mark Neuils , for a
7-5, 3-6, 7-5 win in second
doubles, as the -pair remai n
undefeated in that slot. Neuils
also captured a 6-4, 6-2 win in
fourth singles. .
Seniors· Dave Pa-lumbo n-·
. 6,
)

6-4) and Christian Seibert (62, 6-0) took easy victories in
second and third singles, while
teaming for_7-6, 6-2 doubles
victory. The two seniors are an
outstanding doubles pair who
have_ had plenty of experience
~laying t_ogether. Coach_ Be!ry
hkes thetr chances of wrnnrng
~tall at the ECAC's this weekend
.
.
m Albany._ .
R_oundrn~ out the scoring
agarnst Ma1ne, Tom Jackmin
won for the second straight
week at fifth singles, 7-5, 6-3
while junior Paul Ratcliffe was
a big wi!1ner in sixth singles 61, 6-2. He then teamed with
Brian Brady to capture a third
doubles victoi;y with a 6--0, 64score.Coach Be:ry has been overwhelmed with the play of his
young squad. With four of his
" -~
,
r J
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. Like an instant replay, Brim- shut-out of the season.
By Paul_Sweeney
, ,At the other end. of the field,
Forty-five minutes of soccer blecom and Stokes connectd
was a different story. BU
it
.
goal
second
Stoke's
for
again
UNI{,
the
for
was all tr.at it took
· women '. s soccer team to wrap of the contest. Briblecom scored net minder Deirdre Burke
up a 4-0 victory over the BU a goal of her own to cap off the worked overtime as she wa "
Terriers on Friday. The Wild- UNH scoring and give them a bombarded with 28 UNH shots.
cats ran up that 4-0 tally in an comfortable 4 -0 cushion at The Wildcats _were in control
of.the ball ~O percent of the time
.
impressive first h~lf and the halftime.
Mercifully,. the Wildcats res- and applied relentless presssure
score stood until the final whistraine~ fro-rh scoring in -the at the Terrier end.
de blew.
Several Wildcats turned in
It was a gorgeous day for second half: The home team
wasn't as sharp in the last half !ine o_ffensive performances,
soccer on the cow pastures far
behind the UNH field house. as they were in the first, o-r BU's rncludmg Weinberg and Maura
The New Hampshire squad was ride home would have been that Naughton. "Na ugh ton is the
certainly in the mood for some much more miserable. "The type of player that does things soccer, as i,t totally dominated second half was kickball," noted ~11 over the field and Weinberg
the game. To open the scoring, UNH coach Marjorie Anderson _ is a s~rong oJfensive player,"
freshman Ellen Weinberg on the play of her team. ''We ment10ned coach Anderson.
played some ericks with the ball were just running up and down "Both players will help :us a
in front of the net and then the field. In the first half we great deal this season." Wi th
· drilled it between the posts co passed and worked together the senior Stokes' two goals, she
has three on the young season.
. well."
put the Wildcats up 1-0.
"Today was a good day for us," ·
On defense, the task presentFive minutes later, Sarah
senior co -ca prain Kim
added
too
all
wasn't
Wildcats
the
to
ed
some
through
worked
Stokes
confusioninfrontoft heBU net _diffiqilc. Boston University Shaw in reference to their easy
push~d t~e ball across the goal~ . mustered few threats and man:· viccory. "But Wednesday's game
lrne and the Wildcats were off aged onJy five shots on UNH at Har-v ard will really tell how
an? running. _Freshmap Amy goa1ieJanene· Tilderi. She had we play as a team this season.''
Bnmblecom picked up an assist ,?- relatively easy· day on the job The Wildcats visit the land of
and recorded- her second straight:. · ~ivy for a 3 :00 }~)11, mat~h~up .
·
on the goat

, .,J
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Sports
Rain doesn't stop Jean from reigning
By Rick Kampersal. ·
The UNH football team came
·out with -fire in its; eyes and
soundly defeated Yankee Conference rival Boston University 26-9~ Saturdai, at a raindrenched Cowell Field.
Sophomore quarterback Bobby Jean, starting only his second
college game, threw . for two
touchdowns (both · to Curtis .
Olds) and ran for one himself
as he continued to implant
himself firmly in the -mind of
Coach Bill Bowes. "Bobby's
getting better _every game," ·
commented Bowes, ."He impress~~ me/more and more every
week.
BU head coach Steve,Stetson
had nothing but praise for Jean:
"We knew he ,could throw and
run very well, and he showed
that today. He's tough to stop."
The Terriers began the.game
the way they wanted to anyway.
On the first drive of the. game,
junior quarterback Pat Mancini
· (14 of 30, 168 yds.) connected
with his favorite target, Dennis
,Gadbois, for a 40-yard completion down to the UNH 14 yard
line. Freshman tailback Vince
Jackson gained 12 yards down
to the 2 yard line, where Mancini
scored on a quarterback keeper.
Dan Green (a 6'6", 253 lb. 'placeWide receiver Curtis Olds displays the 'ball after catching it
kicker-that's right) missed the
UN~ up 20-9 in the third quarter.(Ronit Larone photo)
extra point~ but BU had an early
lead of 6-0. ·
chuck, and Kevin Doherty · Facey tacked. on the extra point
Jean led ~he offen&e out, and . forme~ a sack pack as they put · for a 7-6 lead; BU, however,
didn't start off too well. After Mancini on the turf three times. refused to fold, as Green con:..
two consecutive incomplete · Doherty fought through BU nected on a 38-yard field goal
passes, Jean threw over the protection oh a third and 8, and to put BU up by 2, 9-7.
middle looking for freshman sacked the Terrrier QB for a loss _ 'rhe_~ildcats' Will Tychsen
Rob Spittel. BU senior tri- of 7.
The first quarter came to an'
captain Keith Mclaughlin de- '
fleeted and intercepted the pas.s end after Jean's second interception, this time the culprit
and returned it to the 50. . ,
, "Bobby caine out jittery," being Jack Reybold with UNH
stated Bowes, "but as he did so on the down side of 6-0 score.
well last week, he overcame the Little did the sparse crowd know
that that would be BU's only
butterflies and calmed down."
The Wildcats' second series touchdown of the afternoon.
of plays turned, out to be merely "We moved the ball really well.
an exchange of turnovers. Pun- I was very pleased," stated
ter Nate .Baldasaro was roughed Stetson, "but to.come away with 1
up and flag was thrown. UNH only 6 points-that hurts a lot."
The . second .quarter began .
got a second chance on ,the
penalty and moved the ball auspiciously for BU as gifted
j_unior running back Randy
efficiently.
From the BU 42 yard line, Pettus coughed up the ball and
Jean hit a streaking Cuftis Olds ~asil J arostchuck recovered at
(4 catches, 69 yds,, 2 TDs) down the BU 34.
Jean then engineered a 4-play,
the left sideline for a 36-yard
gain. However, from tpe BU 4,, 34-yard drive with the big play
freshman tailback Norm Ford, - a }ean-Chris Braune 20-yard
last week's hero, fumbled the strike. Mr. Braune had himself
, ball . and BU's Bill Caraher -o ne heck of an afternoon, catch·
recovered.
ing 5 passes for 118 yards. Olds
However the defensive front then caught his first TD ;catch,
line of Paul Boulay, Ilia Jarost- a 14-yard post pattern, and Eric

for his second t~uchdow·n pass
·
stripped Mark Seals of the ball
ori a Nate Baldasaro punt, and
UNH had the ball back. On a
first and ten from the BU 47,
Jean hit fresh~an Rob Spittel
for again of 46 yards, the longest

of the aft~r~o~n. The TD put
_
.
play from scrimmage for UNH
this season. Sophomore Todd
U rban-ik leape.d in from the 1
to make the score 14-9 in favor
of the 'Cats, ~hicli is how the
BIG-W~~: p~ge' 30

MORNING ·LINE -NOTE

UNH 26 ... BU 9

UC-onn 29

Richmond 22

Maine 34 ... URI 14

Delaware 33 ... -W_.. Chester 31
Pe·nn \St. 2-6 .... BC 14

Alabama 21

/

Florida 7

Nebraska 59 ... Illinois 14
/

Happy Howie Pease, the
Morning Line's featured
panelist· of last Friday,
didn't fare well against his
_com:petition. Howie went
3-5 while Coach Bowes and
yours truly logged 6-2
records .. Karl slipped to 35 and the Old Grad went
5-3. The Old Grad thus
. don;ates $10Q to. the UNH
100 Club. ·

Seattle 38 ··~ Patria.ts 31

Cats scratch #1
UConil to .go 3-0

Two f~eld hockey teammat~s in preparation of ·t heir victory over number one ranked UConn. (Ronit
·
·
,Larone photo)

W-ildcats · beat the UConn HusBy Kathy Daly
The team cheer go~s: 'One·, kies, 2-1. UConp. came itito the
two, three, Wildcats!' And so . game off of a 7-2 victory over
went these three nationally Providence College .. This made
ranked teams: Number one their record 4-0-0, and gave
UConn, number t.w o North them t~e number one ranking.
Carolina, and number three UNH came int0 the game off
Northwestern. And four. gatnes of a sluggish 5-3 victory o·v er
into the 1986 season the field ·UVM. Anticipation was' build_,,
hockey team's power-cats have ing throughout warm-ups and
beaten these teams to remain up to the opening whistle.
UNH dominated play for the
undefeated.
Saturday's contest was the first 12 minutes to put UConn
battle of the unbeatens and on their heels. The UConn
defense app_~~~d unorganized
UNH remained unbeaten.
In their home opener, the FIELD HOCKEY, page 32

